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“He has made everything beautiful in its time.
He has also set eternity in the human heart;
yet no one can fathom what God has done
from beginning to end.”

(Ecclesiastes 3:11)
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ABSTRACT
BILUNG, JESSICCA JAQUELYN. (2018). A Semantic Analysis of the Beauty
Jargon Found in Makeup Tutorial Videos on YouTube. Yogyakarta:
Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
One of the human basic needs is to identify themselves as the members of
particular social groups which may be based on age, social class, profession or
hobby. The communication between the members of a social group may trigger
the emergence of exclusive language in the group such as jargon. Jargon, as the
specialized vocabulary of a specific area of work or interest, usually carries
different meaning that cannot be understood by the people outside that group. This
study analyzes the meaning of the jargon used in the beauty sector as a group of
interest that exists within the society. The focus of this study is the jargon used by
beauty influencers in the makeup tutorial video shared on YouTube.
This study has two objectives. The first is to identify the jargon in the
beauty sector. The second is to identify the type of change experienced by beauty
jargon with semantic change.
In conducting this research, semantics was used as the approach of the
study. To identify beauty jargon in makeup tutorial videos on YouTube, the
researcher applied theory of lexical semantics and theory of jargon. Furthermore,
the researcher also employed Leech’s theory of meaning and the componential
meaning analysis in order to compare the meaning of the beauty jargon, which
had been identified before, in both general and social contexts. Afterwards, to
identify the type of change experienced by each jargon which is semantically
changed, the researcher applied Breal’s theory of semantic change that proposes
six types of semantic change: pejoration, amelioration, generalization,
specialization, metaphor, and metonymy.
There are 35 lexical items which are identified as the jargon in the beauty
sector. Based on the result of the analysis, there are 26 lexical items which have
undergone semantic change. From 26 lexical items, there are 8 metaphor, 7
specialization, 4 generalization, 1 amelioration, and 3 jargon whose social
meaning are not related to the conceptual meaning. There are also 3 lexical items
which are ambiguous.
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ABSTRAK
BILUNG, JESSICCA JAQUELYN. (2018). A Semantic Analysis of the Beauty
Jargon Found in Makeup Tutorial Videos on YouTube. Yogyakarta: Program
Studi Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Salah satu kebutuhan dasar manusia adalah mengidentifikasi diri sebagai
anggota kelompok sosial tertentu yang mungkin berdasarkan usia, kelas sosial,
profesi atau hobi. Komunikasi antara anggota kelompok sosial dapat memicu
munculnya bahasa eksklusif dalam suatu kelompok seperti jargon. Jargon, sebagai
kosakata khusus dari bidang pekerjaan atau minat tertentu, biasanya membawa
makna berbeda yang tidak dapat dipahami oleh orang-orang di luar kelompok
tersebut. Penelitian ini menganalisa makna jargon yang digunakan di sektor
kecantikan sebagai salah satu kelompok minat yang ada di dalam masyarakat.
Fokus dari penelitian ini adalah jargon yang digunakan oleh tokoh berpengaruh di
bidang kecantikan dalam video tutorial riasan yang dibagikan di YouTube.
Penelitian ini memiliki dua tujuan. Yang pertama adalah mengidentifikasi
jargon-jargon di sektor kecantikan. Yang kedua adalah mengidentifikasi jenis
perubahan yang dialami oleh jargon-jargon yang telah berubah secara semantik.
Dalam melakukan penelitian ini, pendekatan yang diterapkan adalah
pendekatan semantik. Untuk mengidentifikasi jargon kecantikan dalam video
tutorial riasan, peneliti menerapkan teori semantik leksikal dan teori jargon.
Selanjutnya, peneliti juga menerapkan teori makna dari Leech dan analisis
komponen makna untuk membandingkan arti dari jargon kecantikan yang telah
teridentifikasi sebelumnya, baik dalam konteks umum maupun sosial. Setelah itu,
untuk mengidentifikasi jenis perubahan yang dialami oleh jargon yang telah
berubah secara semantik, peneliti menerapkan teori perubahan semantik dari Breal
yang menyatakan bahwa ada enam jenis perubahan semantik: peyorasi,
ameliorasi, perluasan makna, penyempitan makna, metafora, dan metonimia.
Ada 35 unsur leksikal yang teridentifikasi sebagai jargon di sektor
kecantikan. Berdasarkan hasil analisis, ada 26 unsur leksikal yang telah
mengalami perubahan semantik. Dari 26 unsur leksikal, 8 unsur leksikal
mengalami metafora, 7 unsur leksikal mengalami penyempitan makna, 4 unsur
leksikal mengalami perluasan makna, 1 unsur leksikal mengalami ameliorasi, dan
3 jargon yang makna sosialnya tidak berhubungan dengan makna konseptualnya.
Ditemukan pula 3 unsur leksikal yang memiliki lebih dari satu interpretasi.

xv
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
Maslow states that one of human basic needs is the sense of belonging in
social groups (1943, p.381). It means that human being have the need to identify
themselves as the member of particular groups within the society. A person
usually decides to join particular groups within the society because of the similar
characteristics or interests (Turner, 2010, p. 15). Therefore, social groups may be
based on age, social class, political stance, belief, profession, or hobby.
As a member of a social group, one has to communicate with other
members of the group. The communication that happens in a particular group
affects the language used in the group. Thus, that particular group can be referred
as a speech community. It is very common for the members to develop the
language that is exclusively used in that group. The exclusive usage of elements
of language in social groups is referred as variety. One of the varieties of language
is occupational variety which shows how the elements of language are used
differently in the different fields of paid employment or hobby (Crystal, 2003,
p.370).
The element of language that is commonly used differently is words
because words contain meaning. The meaning of a word in a particular field can
be different from other fields. The example is the usage of the word ‘beat’. The
word ‘beat’ in general means repeatedly strike someone or something.

1
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However, in music, ‘beat’ has a meaning as the basic rhythmic unit of a measure,
or bar (Beat (Music), 1998, para.1). Meanwhile, in cooking, ‘beat’ is defined as to
rapidly stir a batter to thoroughly incorporate the ingredients along with air
(Larsen, 2017, para. 2).
Another example is the variety of language in the beauty sector. In the
beauty sector, there are technical terms that are only understandable by the people
who are interested in it. The word ‘bake’, for example, is commonly known by
people as a technique in cooking. Meanwhile, the word ‘bake’ in the beauty sector
is defined as a technique that allows the heat from the skin to set the powder on
the face, so it could stay for hours. The existence of the technical meaning of the
word ‘beat’ in music and the word ‘baking’ in beauty sector can be referred as
jargon.
Jargon is the special technical vocabulary associated with a specific area of
work or interest (Yule, 2005, p.211). When a group of musicians do a discussion
about the ‘beat’ of a song, it would not be understood by people who are not
musician, or have interest in music. The word ‘bake’ will be understood by the
make-up artists who attend a makeup demo, but will not be understood by the
people who are not interested in it.
As seen in the previous paragraphs, the technical meanings of the word
‘beat’ and ‘bake’ are different from their general meanings as found in the
dictionary. This phenomenon shows that the words ‘beat’ and ‘bake’ have
undergone a semantic change. Semantic change is commonly known as the
changing of meaning.
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Another example of semantic change is found in the word ‘nice’. Today,
the word ‘nice’ means something good, but previously it means ‘foolish’ or ‘silly’
(Traugott & Dasher, 2002, p.55). Therefore, the negative sense in the word ‘nice’
has change into a more positive sense.
The researcher is interested in observing the changing of meaning of the
jargon in the beauty sector. In order to observe the meaning of the jargon in a
particular field, it is very important to see the usage of the terms by the members
of the community through their communication. The form of communication of
the people who belong to the same group of interest can be personal or communal.
The communal communication can happen in a gathering or in the TV program
for instance. In the internet era, the communal communication can be seen in the
form of a video blog (vlog) that is shared on social media such as YouTube and
Instagram.
Nowadays, vlogs are more preferable compared to the traditional blog for
it provides audio-visual content. The most famous medium to share video blog is
YouTube. Among other social media that provide a feature for vlog, YouTube is
still preferable because it is invented specifically for video-sharing. It is proven by
YouTube’s position as the second most visited website in the world (Gray, 2017,
para.11).
This thesis focuses on the semantic change of the jargon in the beauty
sector which are found in makeup tutorial videos shared by beauty influencers on
YouTube. The videos observed in this thesis are the makeup tutorials from Nikkie
de Jager, Zoe Sugg, Christen Dominique and Many Guitirezz. The researcher
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chooses those four influencers because they are included in the list of Top 10
Beauty Influencer of 2017 according to Forbes (Top 10 Influencer-Beauty, 2017,
para.1). Considering their fame in the beauty sector and the interest of people
towards vlog on YouTube, the researcher believes that the jargon used in their
videos are able to represent the jargon in beauty sector.
Learning about the jargon of particular sector is important to improve the
knowledge in vocabulary. Moreover, analyzing the semantic change by comparing
the general meaning and the technical meaning will help to determine when to use
the term properly. This will help to have better communication to people from
different groups of interest.
B. Problem Formulation
In order to construct the discussion of the study, there are two problems
that are formulated as follows:
1. What beauty jargon are found in makeup tutorial videos on YouTube?
2. What type of semantic change is experienced by each jargon?
C. Objectives of the Study
Based on the problem formulation above, this study has two objectives.
The first is to identify the jargon in beauty sector that have undergone the
semantic change. After identifying the jargon that have undergone the semantic
change, the researcher aims to identify the type of change that is experienced by
each jargon.
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D. Definition of Terms
To avoid misunderstanding, it is important to define the terms that are
related to a study. The first term that needs to be explained is semantics.
Semantics is the branch of linguistics that studies the meaning of words, phrases,
and sentences. According to Griffith (2006) semantics is the study of the “toolkit”
for meaning knowledge encoded in the vocabulary of the language and in its
patterns for building more elaborate meanings, up to the level of sentence
meanings (p. 1).
The second term is semantic change. Wilkins (1996) defines semantic
changes as the addition of a meaning to the semantic system or the loss of a
meaning from the semantic system, not the changing of meaning per se (pp. 264 304). Thus, semantic change is the change of the semantic system of a word.
The third is jargon. Jargon is a kind of vocabularies or speech used by
experts of a certain fields to deal with technical peculiarities (Spolsky, 1998,
p.33). Jargon can also be defined as a set of special vocabulary items used by
members of some professions or specialized groups (Akmajian et al, 2017, p.546).
Thus, jargon can be defined as the special vocabulary used by the members of
particular fields or professions or other specialized groups.
The last is makeup tutorial video. Makeup tutorial video is the type of
video where the person(s) filmed in the video demonstrated the procedure of
wearing makeup. According to Riboni, the makeup video tutorial is the
combination genre of tutorial video and usual video blog which is commonly
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shoertened as vlog (2017, p. 190). Video blog is a form of blog which uses video
as it medium and shared through social media. Meanwhile, vlog can be defined as
a form of “mass-mediated monologue”, stressing that monologues
performed on the platform have to be regarded as an instance of (one-tomany) interaction because, unlike self-talk, vloggers’ speeches are meant
to be heard by hearers (Dynel as cited in Riboni, 2017, p.190).
Therefore, makeup tutorial video can be defined as the type of video where the
person filmed in the video does a monologue demonstrating the tutorial or
procedure to wear makeup.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter presents the studies and theories that are relevant with this
thesis. There are three parts in this chapter. The first part is the review of the
studies done by previous researchers with relevant topic, methodology, object of
study, and approach with this present thesis. The second part of this chapter
presents the review of related theories which are used to answer the problem in
this study. The last part of this chapter is the theoretical framework which presents
how the theories employed to answer the problem in this study.
A. Review of Related Studies
The first study to be reviewed is an undergraduate thesis entitled
“Semantic Change and Meaning Shift Analysis on Film Making Terms” by
Tobing (2010). The data of Tobing’s thesis are taken from Kamus Istilah Film
Populer by Nisrina Lubis (2009).
There are two objectives of Tobing’s study. The first is to identify the
semantic change in the film-making terms. The second is to identify the factors
that cause the semantic change.
This present thesis is similar to Tobing’s because both studies try to
analyze the semantic change of the jargon in particular sectors. Both studies also
apply the componential meaning analysis. However, the data of both theses are
different. The data of this present thesis are taken from the transcription of the
makeup tutorial videos, while Tobing’s are from Kamus Istilah Film Populer.

7
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Besides analyzing the jargon of different sectors, this present thesis only
focuses to analyze the meaning of the beauty jargon and the type of change.
Meanwhile, Tobing’s also tries to identify the possible factors that cause the
change. This present thesis also applies different theory of semantic change. The
taxonomy of semantic change used in this present thesis is by Breal, while the
taxonomy used in Tobing’s is by Palmer.
Another study about semantic change is the undergraduate thesis entitled
“A Study of Semantic Change: Pejoration Analysis in American History X Movie
(1998)” by Ghotama (2014). Ghotama’s thesis discusses about the pejoration as
one of the types of semantic changes in the pejorative or offensive expressions
found in the American History X. The data are taken from the American History
X’s movie script.
The purposes of Ghotama’s thesis are to identify the pejorative expression
in the movie and to identify the use of pejorative as part of pejoration. In his
study, Ghotama applies semantic approach. He uses two instruments which are the
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and the Merriam-Webster’s 11th
Collegiate Dictionary in order to find out whether or not the meaning of pejorative
expressions found in the movie’s script have undergone pejoration.
This present thesis has similarities with Ghotama’s. First, both theses
concern about semantic change and use semantic approach as the method of the
study. Second, this present thesis also uses the taxonomy of semantic change by
Breal which is also used in Ghotama’s.
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However, there are differences between this present thesis and Ghotama’s.
First, the object of this study is the jargon in beauty sector as found in the makeup
tutorial video on YouTube. Meanwhile, the object of Ghotama’s study is the
pejorative expression used in the American History X. The data of this present
thesis are taken from the transcription of several makeup tutorial video, while
Ghotama’s are taken from the movie script.
The third study to be reviewed is an undergraduate thesis by Wijaya
(2005) related to the meaning of jargon in a speech community. Wijaya’s thesis
focuses on the military jargon used in the film A Few Good Men and the social
factors that affect the use of military jargon in the film. Wijaya applies
sociolinguistic approach in her study.
The first similarity between this present thesis and Wijaya’s is both studies
focus on the meaning of the jargon in a speech community, specifically in a
particular occupation. Second similarity is on the data collection. Both study take
sample of a speech community. While Wijaya takes the film A Few Good Men as
the sample of the military community, this present thesis takes the top beauty
influencers as the sample of beauty community.
It is obvious that both studies differ in terms of the speech community as
the object of the study. This present thesis focuses on beauty community, whereas
Wijaya’s focuses on military community.
The last study to be reviewed is by Riboni (2017) entitled “The YouTube
Makeup Tutorial Video: A Preliminary Linguistic Analysis of the Language of
Makeup Gurus”. The focus of Riboni’s study is to identify the style of language
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used by famous beauty vloggers in the makeup tutorial video on YouTube. In her
study, Riboni uses stylistic approach.
This present thesis has similarities with Riboni’s study. First, the data of
both studies are taken from the makeup tutorial videos which are shared on
YouTube. Second, both studies concern with the use of language within the
beauty community. However, there are also differences.
This scope of this study is the beauty community as a whole. However, the
scope of Riboni’s study is the beauty vloggers. Second, the focus of this study is
the meaning of the jargon, thus the researcher applies semantic approach.
Meanwhile, Riboni’s applies critical discourse analysis in her study since it
focuses on how the linguistic features such as the formulaic expression,
engagement markers, and the use of pronoun in makeup tutorial video as the
strategy used by famous beauty vlogger to reach broader audience.
B. Review of Related Theories
1. Lexical Semantics
Semantics is the study of meaning in language. According to Allan,
semantics is the study representation of the meaning of every component in
language, and the relationships between them (2001, p.5). It means that semantics
deals with the meaning of each element of language and the relationship between
those elements.
Palmer also states that semantics is the scientific study of language and
part of linguistics which focuses on the meaning of sentences, phrases, and words
(1981, p. 1). The branch of semantics which focuses on the meaning of words is
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lexical semantics. There are two type of words; functional or grammatical and
lexical words. Grammatical words are the words that contribute to the structure of
a sentence or utterance but do not carry meaning. On the other hand, the lexical
words carry information. Thus, they are known as content words (Carter, 1998, p.
8). Since lexical semantics deals with the meaning of words, the focus in lexical
semantics is the content words (Cruse, 2000, p.15).
2. Jargon
Spolsky (1998) defines jargon as a kind of vocabularies or speech used by
experts of a certain fields to deal with technical peculiarities (p.33). Jargon can
also be defined as a set of special vocabulary items used by members of some
professions or specialized groups (Akmajian et al, 2017, p.546). Therefore, jargon
is the vocabularies used by the members of a particular field.
According to Allan (2001), a jargon can be identified by one or more
criteria which are lexical marker, syntactic marker, and presentational marker
(p.172). The researcher only uses the lexical marker and the presentational marker
in this study. The identification of jargon using the lexical marker means
identifying the strange words or words used in new ways in a particular domain.
The presentational marker, on the other hand, is different between the written
medium and spoken medium. For the written medium, the presentational marker
is in the form of typographical conventions or the format of the text. Meanwhile,
for the spoken medium, the jargon is identified by observing the sound patterns,
or the kinetic characteristic such as gesture and expression.
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An example of jargon is the medical jargon (Allan, 2001, p. 174). In a
hospital, a doctor says to the patient “It is just a common period pain.”
Meanwhile, the doctor writes ‘dysmenorrhoea’ in the patient’s medical record.
Using the lexical marker, it can be identified that ‘dysmenorrhea’ is a novel word.
The word ‘dysmenorrhea’ actually has the same meaning as ‘period pains’. The
doctor uses different term to the patient because s/he assumed that the patient
might not understand the word ‘dysmennorrhea’ as the medical term for period
pains. However, it is still used in the medical record.
Another example is the jargon in football. In football commentary on TV,
the commentator might utter ‘red card’. Even though the color of the noun ‘red
card’ in the football is actually red, the ‘red card’ has its own meaning. In football,
the red card is given by the referee to a player who has broken the rules of the
game and the player is not allowed to play for the rest of the game. For the people
who are not interested in football, the term ‘red card’ is not new. However, they
might be confused with the meaning. In order to know the meaning, one needs to
watch the game as the commentator utter the term to see the movement of the
referee and the player that is given the red card.
3. Theory of Meaning
Lexical semantics sees words as meaningful units. As meaningful units,
words may have several meanings in a single form (Lyons, 1995, p.47). It means
that a word may have more than one meaning. According to Leech, there are
seven types of meaning of a word (1981, pp. 9-23). They are the conceptual
meaning, connotative meaning, social meaning, affective meaning, reflected
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meaning, collocative meaning, and thematic meaning. Even though there are
seven types of meaning, the researcher only takes two of them which are the
conceptual meaning and social meaning.
a. Conceptual meaning
Conceptual meaning is the denotative meaning of a word. It means that
conceptual meaning is the basic meaning of a word as found in the dictionary. In
this study, the conceptual meaning will be referred as the general or neutral
meaning. Paul refers the conceptual meaning as the usual meaning which is the
semantic description of word recorded in the dictionary (as cited in Geeraerts,
2010, p. 15). Therefore, the meaning of the data of this thesis that is collected
from the dictionaries is referred as conceptual meaning.
b. Social meaning
According to Leech (1981), social meaning is the meaning of a word in
particular social circumstances (p.14). There are six variations of social
circumstances. They are dialect, time, province, status, modality, and singularity
(Crystal & Davy as cited in Leech, 1981, p. 14).
Dialect variation is the use of language related to geographical region or
social class. Time variation is the language used in particular period. Province
variation is the use of language in particular sector such as law, science, and
advertising. Status variation deals with the politeness. Modality variation deals
with the language of memoranda, lectures, and jokes. The last is singularity
variation which deals with the individual style of language.
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The variation of language discussed in this thesis is the province variation;
because this thesis discusses about the variation of the meaning of the word in the
beauty sector. A social group of particular employment may create new meaning
of a word (Meillet as cited in Geeraerts, 2009, p.21). According to Leech (1981),
the social meaning of a word is usually different to its conceptual meaning (p.14).
This means that the word that is used in a particular field may have different
meaning from the definition found in the dictionary. Therefore, the meaning of a
word in the beauty sector is referred as the social meaning in this study.
4. Componential Analysis
Componential analysis is a theory in semantics to describe the relation of
meaning by breaking down each word into its irreducible semantic features by
using the concept of binarism (Carter, 1998, p. 17). According to Lyons,
componential analysis is the analysis of the component parts of words which is
useful in identifying the relation of meaning through the similarity or contrast of
semantic component (1995, pp. 107-108). This means in conducting a research
using componential analysis, the researcher needs to break down the features of
the meaning of a word.
An example of componential analysis of the noun ‘mother’ carries the
semantic features [+female], [+one ascending generation], and [+direct descent].
Meanwhile, the word ‘father’ carries the semantic features [+male], [+one
ascending generation], and [+direct descent]. It is identified that the noun ‘father’
and ‘mother’ differs in the feature that refers to the sex of the entitiy.
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5. Semantic Change
The simple definition of semantic change is the changing of the word
meaning. Blank says that the variety of senses and connotations of every word can
be added, removed or altered over time, and sometimes it can reach to the point
that the varieties of the word have radically different message (1999, p. 61). Thus,
it is very possible that the meaning of the words which we have in the present had
different meaning. The new meaning of the words may be related to the old
meaning or not (Geeraerts, 2009, p. 15).
According to Paul, the foundation of semantic change is the modulation of
usual meanings into occasional meanings (as cited in Geeraerts, 2009, p.16). Paul
states that a word must have conceptual or usual meaning and may have
occasional meaning. Occasional meaning is the contextualized meaning of the
usual meaning. The occasional meaning may not contain all the features of the
usual meaning and vice versa; because the occasional meaning may contain
additional features which are not included in the usual meaning.
6. Taxonomy of Semantic Change
This study will take the classification of the type of semantic change by
Michael Breal. Breal classifies the type of change into six basic types (Breal in
Trauggott & Dasher, 2002, pp. 54 – 57). Those types are explained as follow.
a. Pejoration
Pejoration is the type of semantic change where the new meaning is the
degradation of the original meaning. A word becomes a pejoration when the
meaning of a word degrades into a more negative meaning. The examples of the
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words which have undergone pejoration are the adjective ‘silly’ and the noun
‘boor’ (Geeraerts, 2009, p.28).
The original meaning of the adjective ‘silly’ is ‘deserving sympathy,
helpless or simple’. Nowadays, the meaning of the adjective ‘silly’ equals to
‘foolish, showing lack of judgement, or common sense’. The new meaning,
therefore, is related to low intelligence. This shows that the word has undergone
the pejorative semantic change.
Another example is the noun ‘boor’ which is described in the OALD as ‘a
rude unpleasant person’. The noun ‘boor’ has negative meaning represented by
the adjective ‘rude’ and ‘unpleasant. However, the original meaning of the noun
‘boor’ is actually ‘peasant, farmer’. The original meaning of the noun ‘boor’ does
not have the negative sense as found in the new meaning. Therefore, the noun
‘boor’ has undergone pejoration.
b. Amelioration
Amelioration is the contradiction of pejoration. This is the type of change
where the meaning of the word is elevated into a more positive sense. The
example of amelioration can be found in the noun ‘baron’ and the adjective ‘nice’
(Traugott & Dasher, 2002, pp. 55-56).
The noun ‘baron’ refers to the member of the lowest rank of nobility in
Britain. However, that is not the original meaning of the noun ‘baron’. The noun
‘baron’ originally means ‘common men, servants’. The new meaning of the noun
‘baron’ is related to aristocracy. Although ‘baron’ refers to the lowest rank of
nobility, it is still in the higher social status than the common men. This shows
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that the meaning of the noun ‘baron’ has undergone ameliorative semantic
change.
The adjective ‘nice’ is another example of amelioration. The adjective
‘nice’ originally means ‘stupid’. However, the meaning of the adjective ‘nice’
becomes ‘pleasant, appealing’ throughout the time (Hock & Joseph as cited in
Traugott & Dasher, 2002, p. 56). The negative sense of low intelligence in the
original meaning disappeared. Therefore, the adjective ‘nice’ has undergone
amelioration.
c. Specialization
Restriction is also known as narrowing or specialization. It means that this
type of change is found in the words where the meaning becomes more specific
than it was. Geeraerts (2009) explains that narrowing semantic change can be
found in the words whose new meaning is the subordinate of the old or the usual
meaning (p.28).
The example of restriction is the word ‘wife’. The word ‘wife’ has original
meaning refers to 'woman'. Throughout the time, the word ‘wife’ refers to 'woman
of humble rank or low employment' only. Nowadays, we know the word ‘wife’
only stands for 'married woman or spouse'. It can be seen from the example that
the meaning of the word ‘wife’ which refers to woman in general became more
specific that now it stands for the woman who is already married only.
d. Generalization
Expansion or widening or generalization is the semantic change where the
scope of the new meaning of a word becomes wider than the original meaning. It
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is the contradiction of restriction, so in expansion, the meaning of a word goes
from specific into general. In other words, the new meaning of a word is the
superordinate of the old meaning. The old meaning of a word is automatically
included in the new meaning (Geeraerts, 2009, p. 27).
The expansion semantic change can be found in the meaning of the noun
‘cupboard’. The original meaning of the noun ‘cupboard’ is the table upon which
cups or vessels were placed, a piece of furniture to display plates. However, the
noun ‘cupboard’ is used nowadays to refer to small storage cabinet. Here, the
function of the noun ‘cupboard’ has expanded. The entity ‘cupboard’ can be used
not only to display cups or vessel but as a storage that can contain anything else.
e. Metaphor
Metaphor is an expression that is used to describe another concept that has
similarity. Traugott & Dasher (2002) define metaphor as “the analogical mapping
of a more concrete term from a ‘source’ domain onto a more abstract term in the
‘target’ domain” (p. 75). Therefore, metaphor as a type of semantic change is
where the meaning of a word in certain domain is transferred into another domain
to describe something which has similarity.
An example of metaphor given by Traugott & Dasher is the Japanese word
yakuza which refers to gangster. The word yakuza was originally used to describe
the worst possible hands in the traditional game of playing cards in Japan. The
sense of something bad as found in adjective ‘worst’ in the domain of the card
playing then transferred to describe human characteristics.
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Another example of metaphor is the use of the noun ‘crocodile’ to refer to
an aggressive person (Geeraerts, 2009, p.215). The reptile ‘crocodile’ has the
characteristic of being aggressive when it attacks its prey. This characteristic of
the reptile ‘crocodile’ which belongs in animal domain is transferred to the human
domain.
f. Metonymy
Metonymy, in general, is a word used in place of another word with which
it is closely connected the everyday experience (Yule, 2005, p.245). According to
Croft (1993), metonymy is the semantic change where a subdomain in the literal
meaning is highlighted and becomes the primary meaning (p.348).
Metonymy semantic change can be found in the cause for the effect,
container for the contained, form for function, name of a producer for the product,
name of author for his or her work, the place for the event, etc. (Nerlich & Clarke
as cited in Traugott & Dasher, 2002, p. 57). The example of metonymy semantic
change can be found in the utterance “drink the whole bottle”. The noun ‘bottle’
in the utterance is semantically changed. OALD describes the noun ‘bottle’ as a
glass or plastic container, usually round with straight sides and a narrow neck,
used especially for storing liquids. However, in the previous utterance, the noun
‘bottle’ refers to the liquid inside the bottle. One of the features of the noun
‘bottle’ in the literal meaning is its usage to store liquid. The ‘liquid’ then
becomes the primary meaning of the noun ‘bottle’ in the utterance “drink the
whole bottle”. Hence, this is the metonym where the container stands for the
contained.
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C. Theoretical Framework
This part explains the application of the theories. There are theory of
lexical semantics, theory of jargon, theory of meaning, theory of componential
analysis, and the theory of semantic changes. Each of the theory will contribute to
solve the problem formulated in this study.
First is the theory of lexical semantics. The theory of lexical semantics
which sees words as meaningful units is applied in the data collection. The
researcher only focuses on the content words and eliminates the functional or
grammatical words.
The next theory applied is the theory of jargon. The researcher uses the
lexical marker and presentational marker to identify the jargon. The lexical
marker is used to identify the new words and the words used in new ways from
the content words which are collected before. In order to identify whether or not
the words are used in new ways, the researcher observes the surrounding of the
words and uses the kinetic presentational marker. By using the kinetic
presentational marker, the researcher is able to see the gesture or the movement of
the beauty influencers as they say those words.
Afterwards, Leech’s theory of conceptual and social meaning is applied to
identify the meaning of the data. The social and conceptual meaning of the data
will help the researcher to identify the data that has undergone semantic change in
order to answer the first problem.
The researcher then employs the theory of componential analysis. The
theory of componential analysis is applied to break down the definition of the data
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according to the social and conceptual dimension into the semantic features. The
componential analysis is useful to identify the similar and different semantic
features between the social and conceptual meaning of each datum. The similar
and the different features between the social and conceptual meaning shows the
relation between these two meaning.
After finding out the relation of the social and conceptual meaning, the
theory of semantic change is applied. This theory is useful to identify the type of
semantic change experienced by the data. Therefore, the second problem is
answered.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This chapter explains what the researcher studied about and how the
researcher conducted the research. The explanation consists of the object of the
study, the approach of the study, and the method of the study. The part that
explains the method of the study covers two sub-parts which are data collection
and data analysis.
A. Object of the Study
This study concerned on the meaning of the technical terms in beauty
sector as one of the group of interest within the society. The object of this study is
the jargon or the technical terms found in the transcriptions of the makeup tutorial
videos by four beauty influencers who are included on the list of the Top 10
Beauty Influencers in 2017 by Forbes. Those four beauty influencers are Nikkie
de Jager, Christen Dominique, Manny Guitirezz, and Zoe Sugg.
The researcher decided to take the transcriptions of two makeup tutorial
videos from each beauty influencers. The videos consist of one natural makeup
tutorial and one glam makeup tutorial. The transcriptions taken as the source of
the data were from the videos which are uploaded circa December 2017. The
transcriptions were produced by the YouTube’s automatic captioning feature. The
average duration of those eight videos is around fifteen minutes. The average
number of the words in each video is around 2,500 words. From the transcriptions
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of eight videos, the researcher identified 33 words as jargon, which later become
35 lexical item because there are two words that can function as noun and verb.
B. Approach of the Study
This research was conducted by using semantic approach since it deals
with meaning. The aims of this study are to identify the jargon in the beauty sector
which are semantically changed and to identify the type of change experienced by
them. According to Palmer, semantic approach is the scientific study of language
which focuses on the meaning of sentences, phrases, and words (1981, p. 1). In
order to answer the problems in this research, the researcher used the
componential meaning analysis to get the semantic features of each jargon.
Examining the meaning of an element of language, the semantic approach was
applicable to this research.
C. Method of the Study
This part explains the data which are used in this study. There are two
subtopics in this part. The first is the data collection and the second is the data
analysis.
1. Data Collection
The population that became the focus of this study was the beauty
community. Since the population was too wide, the researcher narrowed it down
into the beauty influencers. The researcher decided to choose four beauty
influencers who are listed as the Top 10 Beauty Influencers in 2017 by Forbes.
The decision was based on the consideration that these four beauty influencers
were still active on YouTube.
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The videos chosen from each beauty influencer were one tutorial of natural
makeup video and one tutorial of glam makeup video. Therefore, there are eight
videos in total. The summary of the source of the data and the code of the source
of the data are displayed as follows.
Table 1. Summary of the Source of the Data
Beauty
Influencers
on YouTube
Christen
Dominique

Manny
Guitirezz

Nikkie de
Jager
Zoe Sugg

Title
Holiday Glam Makeup
Hair Tutorial
Last Minute Natural
Holiday Makeup Tutorial
Kathleenlights X
Colourpop Dream Collab
Honest AF Review!
Full Face First
Impressions! Drugstore
And High End GRWM!
Extreme Holiday Glam
Transformation
The Natural Makeup Look
GRWM - Everyday
Festive Glam Look
My Everyday Winter
Makeup | Zoella

Date of
Publication

Words

Duration

9-Dec-2017

2166

11:35

23-Dec-2017

2229

12:55

10-Dec-2017

2970

13:49

27-Dec-2017

3600

17:18

16-Dec-2017

1887

12:55

24-Dec-2017
9-Dec-2017

2461
2733

14:29
20:05

29-Jan-2018

2289

15:11

Table 2. The Code of the Source of the Data
Beauty
Influencers on
The Title of the Makeup Tutorial Video
YouTube
Christen
Holiday Glam Makeup Hair Tutorial
Dominique
Last Minute Natural Holiday Makeup Tutorial
Manny
Guitirezz

Nikkie de
Jager

Code
CD/GM
CD/NM

Kathleenlights X Colourpop Dream Collab Honest MG/GM
AF Review!
MG/NM
Full Face First Impressions! Drugstore And High
End GRWM!
Extreme Holiday Glam Transformation
NJ/GM
The Natural Makeup Look
NJ/NM
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Zoe Sugg

GRWM - Everyday Festive Glam Look
My Everyday Winter Makeup | Zoella

ZS/GM
ZS/NM

In which,
CD

: Christen Dominique

MG

: Manny Guitirezz

NJ

: Nikkie de Jager

ZS

: Zoe Sugg

NM

: Natural Makeup

GM

: Glam Makeup
The researcher then took the auto-generated transcriptions from YouTube.

The transcription is the machine transcription. Moreover, the YouTube’s auto
generate transcription creates chunks not based on the gap between utterances. So,
the researcher still needed to do manual check and correction.
Afterwards, the researcher tried to identify the beauty jargon. In order to
identify the beauty jargon in the videos, the researcher observed the occurrence of
the content words with unusual surroundings (words that surround particular
word). This was aimed to see the words that are used in new ways.
The researcher identified 50 words as potential jargon. The researcher then
coded those words and the utterances containing those words. The researcher
counted the frequency of each identified jargon. The jargon which only appeared
once and the jargon which was only uttered by one beauty influencer are
eliminated from the list because the researcher consider it as the individual
vocabulary rather than the speech community vocabulary (Croft, 2000, p. 222).
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As the result, the researcher found 33 jargon that become the data of this
study. The words which are identified as jargon of the beauty sector are then
classified according to their part of speech in the makeup tutorial videos.
According to Leech, a lexical item can be categorized based on its syntactic
specification (i.e. part of speech). The purpose of this categorization was to help
the researcher in the data analysis since a word may belong to several lexical
categories. By identifying the function of the jargon in the utterance, it would be
easier for the researcher to look up for the meaning of the jargon in the
dictionaries and to get the fair comparison. The data of this study are coded as
follows.
Table 3. Example of Data Coding
Jargon

Code of
Utterance
Foundation NJ/NM/4:44

Natural

CD/NM/0:27

Utterance
The reason, part of the reason why I
love full coverage foundation is
because often you'll see that my ears
are super super red.
This is kind of makeup look that you
really do you're just like very
natural if nothing at all

In which,
NJ

: Nikkie de Jager (Name of the beauty influencer)

CD

: Christen Dominique (Name of the beauty influencer)

NM

: Natural makeup style

GM

: Glam makeup style

4:44

: Time of the occurrence of the utterance

N

: Noun (the part of speech where the jargon belongs to)

Part of
Speech
N

Adj
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Adj

: Adjective

Adv

: Adverb

V

: Verb
Table 4. The Categories of the Beauty Jargon Found in Makeup Tutorial
Videos on YouTube
Category
Adjective
Noun
Verb
Total

Frequency
8
21
6
35

Percentage
23%
60%
17%
100%

The table above shows that from the four primary categories of syntactic
specification, which are adjective, noun, verb, and adverb, only three categories
are found in this study. Meanwhile, there is no lexical item that functions as
adverb found in this study. The most dominant lexical item is noun, the second
most dominant is adjective, and the last is verb.
2. Data Analysis
The first analysis concerned on the meaning of the data in social and
conceptual meaning. The researcher looked for the social meaning of the data.
The social meaning was the combination of the researcher interpretation of the
meaning based on the kinetic presentational marker of the jargon in the makeup
tutorial videos and beauty experts’ statements from several online magazines,
beauty and lifestyle websites, websites for e-commerce, and the official website of
some makeup brands. The examples of the websites used as the source of the
social meaning of the data in this study were Cosmopolitan, Allure, Glamour
Magazine, Huffington Post, etc. From the social meaning gathered from the online
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beauty articles, the researcher then broke down the semantic features of the social
meaning of the jargon.
In order to know the conceptual meaning of the jargon, the researcher used
two instruments which were of the Webster’s Comprehensive Dictionary (WCD)
and the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (OALD). The researcher decided
to use two dictionaries because there are some words which are not listed yet in
one of the dictionaries. Since a word may have multiple definitions in the
dictionaries, the researcher only took the closest meaning to its social meaning.
Afterwards, the researcher broke down the definition in the dictionaries into
semantic features. To compare the semantic features of the social and conceptual
meaning of beauty jargon, the researcher put the semantic features into a table.
Table 5. Example of Meaning Comparison of the Data
No.
J.1

Lexical Item
Apple (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+roundish]
[+plant products]
[+fruit]
[-body part]
[-face]
[-roundish]
[-appears when smiling]

Social Meaning
[+roundish]
[-plant products]
[-fruit]
[+body part]
[+face]
[+roundish]
[+appears when smiling]

From the comparison of the semantic features, the researcher was able to identify
the data that have undergone the semantic change which would answer the first
problem.
The next step was the identification and interpretation of the relation
between the social and the conceptual meaning of the data which has semantically
changed. The relation between the social and conceptual meaning were observed
from the semantic features of the data in the previous analysis. The researcher
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observed the similar features between the social meaning and the conceptual
meaning and the different features. The relation that was found between the social
meaning and the conceptual meaning then became the foundation for the
researcher to determine the type of change of each datum. The data were
classified based on the taxonomy of the semantic change by Breal. The
researcher’s interpretation of the comparison of the social and conceptual meaning
would be described in the narrative way. This step was purposed to identify the
types of change experienced by the data which would answer the second problem.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part is analyzing the
semantic features of the beauty jargon in both conceptual and social meaning that
will answer the first problem. The second part is analyzing the semantic change of
the beauty jargon. It will answer the second problem.
A. The Beauty Jargon Found in Makeup Tutorial Videos on YouTube
In this part, the researcher displays the semantic features of each datum in
order to identify beauty jargon with semantic change. The semantic features in the
analysis are the decomposition of the definition from both social and conceptual
meaning. There are three parts discussed in the first analysis. The first is the
beauty jargon with semantic change. The second is the beauty jargon with no
semantic change. The last is the beauty jargon which have not been listed yet in
the dictionaries.
Chart 1. The Proportion of the Beauty Jargon Found in Makeup Tutorial
Videos on YouTube

9%

Beauty jargon with semantic change

20%

Beauty jargon with no semantic change
Beauty jargon which are not listed in
dictionaries

71%
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The previous chart shows the percentage of the lexical items which have
undergone semantic change, the lexical items which have not undergone semantic
change, and the lexical items which are not listed in the dictionary. To be precise,
from 35 lexical items analyzed as the data, there are 25 lexical items which have
undergone semantic change, and 7 lexical items which have not undergone
semantic change. There are 3 lexical items which are not listed yet in the
dictionaries. However, from 3 new lexical items, there is a new lexical item that is
ambiguous because it can be treated either as a new lexical item or as a lexical
item whose meaning is semantically changed.
1. The Beauty Jargon with Semantic Change
There are 25 lexical items analyzed in this part. The researcher displays the
semantic features in both conceptual and social meaning of each lexical item in
order to see the distinctive feature between the conceptual and social meaning.
The first data to be analyzed is the noun ‘apple’.
No.
J.1

Lexical Item
Apple (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+roundish]
[+plant products]
[+fruit]
[-body part]
[-face]
[-appears when smiling]

Social Meaning
[+roundish]
[-plant products]
[-fruit]
[+body part]
[+face]
[+appears when smiling]

The data above show that the noun ‘apple’ in the beauty sector refers to
particular part of the face. Based on the utterances found in the makeup tutorial
videos on YouTube, the noun ‘apple’ always co-occurs with the noun ‘cheek’
which is part of face. However, ‘apple’ as the part of human’s face is not always
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visible. One needs to smile to see where one’s apples are (Nadine, 2015, para.3).
Below is the examples of the usage of the noun ’apple’ in beauty sector.
Code
CD/NM/9:50

ZS/NM/6:16

Utterance
I take this blush right here from The Balm. Looks like so. This is
really cute packaging by the way; I'm gonna pop that on my
cheeks just to give myself like a nice natural flush of color and
keep that right on the apples of the cheeks.
For my blusher, I am going to use this. This is the Bobbi Brown
Highlighting Powder in Opal Glow. It is beautiful. I love it. And
I'm gonna use this little brush. It's the Kylie Jenner number eight
which I have found is like the perfect size to get like the apples
of your cheeks or to do highlight on your cheek bones.

Meanwhile, the meaning of the noun ‘apple’ in the dictionaries refers to
particular kind of fruit. It is obvious that the noun ‘apple’ in the beauty sector does
not refer to the same entity as in the conceptual meaning. Thus, the noun ‘apple'
has undergone a semantic change.
No.
J.2

Lexical Item
Bake (V)

Conceptual Meaning
[+technique]
[+using heat]
[+in an oven]
[+to cause physical
change]
[-body heat]
[-to make the foundation
and concealer last longer]

Social Meaning
[+technique]
[+using heat]
[-in an oven]
[-to cause physical
change]
[+body heat]
[+to make the foundation
and concealer last longer]

The previous table shows the semantic features of the verb ‘bake’. The
comparison of the semantic features of the verb ‘bake’ shows that it has
undergone a semantic change. The WCD and OALD describe the verb ‘bake’ as a
technique of cooking using the heat in an oven to causes the physical change of a
substance such as turning the batter which is in the form of liquid into a cake
which is solid.
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On the other hand, the verb ‘bake’ in beauty sector refers to the process
that allows the body heat to heat up the translucent powder for about ten minutes
in order to make the foundation and the concealer last longer (Cardellino, 2017,
para.2). The usage of the verb ‘bake’ in beauty sector can be seen in the utterances
below.
Code
CD/GM/7:57
NJ/GM/2:40

Utterance
And then with some Laura Mercier setting powder, I'm gonna go
in way through this guy and bake right underneath my eye.
And now I'm baking my under eyes using the Maybelline Fit
Me Loose Powder in Oh 5.

The verb ‘bake’ in WCD and OALD share a similar feature with the verb
‘bake’ in beauty sector which is the use of heat. However, there are different
features. The feature [+in an oven] in the conceptual meaning does not exist in the
social meaning. Moreover, the purpose of the verb ‘bake’ in its social meaning is
different to the purpose in its conceptual meaning. The purpose of the verb ‘bake’
based on the dictionaries is related to physical change. Meanwhile, the purpose of
the process ‘bake’ in the social meaning is related to longevity of the makeup.
No.
J.5

Lexical Item
Bronze (V)

Conceptual Meaning
[+to color like bronze]
[+to become brown or
tan]
[-using reddish-brown
colored cosmetic product]

Social Meaning
[+to give color]
[+to become brown and
tan]
[+using reddish-brown
colored cosmetic product]

There are similarities found between the social and the conceptual
meaning of the verb ‘bronze’. The first similarity is both meaning refer to the
action [+to color]. The second similarity is the purpose of the action ‘bronze’
which is shown by the feature [+to become brown or tan].
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The verb ‘bronze’ in the beauty sector is known as an action to put the
reddish-brown cosmetic product namely ‘bronzer’ on one’s face so that the face
looks tan (Writ, 2017, para. 1). Hence, the social meaning of the verb ‘bronze’
carries the feature [+using reddish-brown cosmetic product].
However, this feature is not found in the conceptual meaning since the
WCD only defines the verb ‘bronze’ as to color like bronze and to become brown
or tan. This shows that the verb ‘bronze’ has undergone the semantic change. The
examples of the usage of the verb ‘bronze’ can be seen in the utterances below.
Code
NJ/NM/9:49

NJ/GM/6:55

ZS/NM/2:39

No.
J.7

Utterance
Alright, the light at the end of the tunnel is in sight. So, now I'm
gonna bronze my face to bring back some color and for this is
going to be using Medium Dark Next To Nothing Pressed
Powder by MAC.
I've been bronzing using this combination right here. These are
MAC Next To Nothing Pressed Powders in the color Dark and
the color Medium Plus.
I do think I'm like probably one shade darker than this in reality;
but I feel like it's better to bronze up than to start too dark.

Lexical Item
Clumpy (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+state]
[+having lump]
[-attractive]
[-caused by the mascara]

Social Meaning
[+state]
[+having lump]
[-attractive]
[+caused by the mascara]

The data above show that the meaning of the word ‘clumpy’, when it is
used in beauty sector, carries similar features with the conceptual meaning. WCD
and OALD define ‘clumpy’ as having thick messy cluster or lump. In the beauty
sector, the adjective ‘clumpy’ always co-occur with the noun ‘mascara’. This can
be seen from the utterances below.
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Code
CD/NM/6:26 ;

ZS/GM/18:41

Utterance
The only thing is it gets kind of clumpy. So, that's the only
problem I have with this mascara, but I really like the way it
just grabs on to every lash and it pulls it out and fluffs it up at
the same time.
This is actually quite a clumpy mascara. So, if you don't like
clump, you won't like that; but I like a bit of clump so…

A mascara is described as ‘clumpy’ if the substance which is supposed to
make the lashes look longer, thicker, and darker, dries and creates clumps so that
the eyelashes look messy instead (Mae as cited in Laliberte, 2016, para. 1). The
features [+state], [+having lump], and [-attractive] are found in both social and
conceptual meaning of the adjective ‘clumpy’. However, the conceptual meaning
does not include the cause of the lump. Meanwhile, the social meaning identifies
mascara as the cause of the lump. This shows that the word ‘clumpy’ is
semantically changed.
No.
Lexical Item
J.9a Contour (V)

Conceptual Meaning
[+to make a line]
[+to draw line]
[+to determine the
contour line]
[+line]
[-the structure of the face
parts]
[-using darker color
cosmetic products]

Social Meaning
[+to make a line]
[+to draw line]
[+to determine the
contour line]
[+line]
[+the structure of the face
parts]
[+using darker color
cosmetic products]

The WCD describes the verb ‘contour’ as ‘an action of making or drawing
in outline or contour; make contour lines on or determine the contour line of’.
Meanwhile, Shunatona defines contour as a technique in makeup that uses a matte
powder, liquid, cream, or stick product which is a few shades darker than one’s
skin tone to shade areas one would like to define or reshape such as nose,
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forehead, chin, and cheekbones (2018, para.2). The example of the usage of the
verb ‘contour’ by the beauty community can be seen as follows.
Code
CD/NM/9:27

Utterance
And then I'm gonna go ahead and take the Mocha from the
palette to contour through this shade right here in the middle.

There is similarity of the sense carried by the feature [+to determine] and
[+to reshape]. However, the conceptual meaning is not really specific about what
line is being determined and what is used in the verb ‘contour’. This shows that
the verb ‘contour’ has undergone a semantic change.
No.
Lexical Item
J.9b Contour (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+outer edge of body or
shape]
[-cosmetic product]
[-colored]
[-skin colored]
[-to reshape]

Social Meaning
[-outer edge of body or
shape]
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+skin colored]
[+to reshape]

There is no similar feature shared between the social meaning and the
conceptual meaning. WCD and OALD define the noun ‘contour’ as the outer edge
or outline of something. The usage of the noun ‘contour’ in the beauty sector can
be seen in the utterances below.
Code
CD/GM/7:39
ZS/GM/9:53

Utterance
I'm gonna be using the Tarteist Pro Glow Contour Powders and
Highlights.
And now my base is done, I'm gonna go in with contour slash
bronzer and for that I am using the Benefit Hoola because I
think this color you can't really go wrong with this for a bronzer
or a contour. I love it.

From the utterances above, it can be seen that the noun ‘contour’ is a
cosmetic product. In its social meaning, the noun ‘contour’ is the product used in
the process of ‘contour’ (data J.9a). The noun ‘contour’ is the cosmetic product
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which has darker color used in the process of contouring (Shunatona, 2018, para.
2). Therefore, the meaning of the noun ‘contour’ in the beauty sector is
semantically changed.
No.
Lexical Item
J.10 Coverage (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+the way something
covers an area]
[-skin colored cosmetic
product]

Social Meaning
[+the way a cosmetic
products cover the skin]
[+skin colored cosmetic
product]

The noun ‘coverage’ in its social meaning is related to the ability a skin
colored cosmetic product cover the imperfections on the skin; thus, there are
sheer, medium, and full coverage (Rima, 2017, para.6). This can be seen from the
utterances below.
Code
NJ/NM/4:44

CD/NM/8:46

Utterance
The reason, part of the reason why I love full coverage
foundation is because often you'll see that my ears are super,
super red. This is the same for my entire face region. When I get
hot or it's warm in a room I get red.
I love how it just glides on the skin and it looks like it's gonna
be full coverage even though it feels really light.

The social meaning of the noun ‘coverage’ has the feature [+skin colored
cosmetics product]. This is shown in the utterances above where the noun
‘coverage’ co-occurs with the noun ‘foundation’ which is a skin-colored cosmetic
product. This feature does not exist in the conceptual meaning. Therefore, the
noun ‘coverage’ is semantically changed.
No.
J.11

Lexical Item
Crease (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+line on the face]
[-between brow bone and
eyelid]

Social Meaning
[+line on the face]
[+between brow bone
and eyelid]
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The noun ‘crease’ in the dictionaries is described as the line on the surface
or the line on the face. However, in the makeup tutorial, the noun ‘crease’ refers
to the line between the eyelids and the brow-bone (Fearn, 2018, para.2). The
example of the usage of the noun ‘crease’ can be seen in the utterances below.
Code
NJ/GM/2:58

CD/NM/3:47

CD/GM/4:50

Utterance
So, picking this color up on a 227 brush by Zoeva and packing
this on onto the inner and outer corner; and then going into the
crease.
And I'm just gonna wash the color on just to give us some depth
right in the crease area. So, it's gonna follow right underneath
the brow bone.
Instead of just having it on the crease, I'm gonna bring it down
to the bottom of the lid, this whole entire outer section right
here, and just slightly with a very light hand like pressure
circular motions just working the shade in there.

The feature about the location of the noun ‘crease’ is found in the
utterances above. The utterance CD/NM/3:47 explains the location of the noun
‘crease’ which is underneath the brow bone. Meanwhile, the utterance
CD/GM/4:50 explains that the noun ‘crease’ is located above the lid. This specific
description of ‘crease’ is not included in the semantic features of its conceptual
meaning. Therefore, this noun is semantically changed.
No.
Lexical Item
J.12 Dewy (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+state]
[+appearance]
[+moist]
[+with dew]
[-caused by skincare or
cosmetic products]
[-reflective]

Social Meaning
[+state]
[+appearance]
[+moist]
[-with dew]
[+caused by skincare or
cosmetic products]
[+reflective]

The data above show that the conceptual meaning carries two features
which are related to texture and the cause. WCD and OALD define the adjective
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‘dewy’ as moist or wet with dew. Meanwhile, ‘dewy’ in beauty sector is described
by Howard as a state of a skin that looks moist and reflects light (2015, para. 5).
The usage of the adjective ‘dewy’ can be seen in the utterances below.
Code
NJ/NM/12:28
ZS/NM/0:19

Utterance
I feel like the skin looks very dewy and healthy.
Also, I do think in winter it's nice to try and get more of like a
dewy, healthy, lit from within look, which usually skin doesn't
tend to have during the winter months so that's also what I'm
adding into this makeup look.

The feature [+with dew] as the cause of the feature [+moist] disappears in
the social meaning. In the social meaning, the feature [+moist] is caused by the
liquid products such as skincare or cosmetic products (Rodriguez as cited in
Sinrich, 2017, para. 1). Moreover, the social meaning also has the feature
[+reflective] which does not exist in the conceptual meaning. The different causes
of the feature [+moist] and the feature [+reflective] in the social meaning show
that the adjective ‘dewy’ has undergone a semantic change.
No.
Lexical Item
J.16 Glow (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+light]
[+caused by heat]
[-ability to reflect light]
[-caused by healthy skin
or cosmetic]

Social Meaning
[+light]
[-caused by heat]
[+ability to reflect light]
[+caused by healthy skin
or cosmetic]

The data above show that there is a relation between the social and
conceptual meaning of the noun ‘glow’. The semantic features of the noun ‘glow’
in both social and conceptual meaning are related to light. In beauty sector the
noun ‘glow’ refers to the light reflected by the skin as the indicator of a healthy
hydrated skin (Catanese, 2016, para. 1). However, the ‘glow’ on the skin can also
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be achieved by applying cosmetics that contain shimmer (Desantis, 2018, para. 1).
The example of the utterances containing the noun ‘glow’ are as follows.
Code
CD/NM/10:50
NJ/NM/10:38

Utterance
It’s so beautiful I, I love this highlight it gives you a really
nice soft glow.
I'm gonna put this pretty much everywhere and then
wherever I want more of a glow I pack some Nylon
Eyeshadow by Mac over top

From the utterances above, it can be seen that the noun ‘glow’ in the
beauty sector is caused by the cosmetic products containing shimmer such as
highlight and eyeshadow. In the utterances observed in this study, the noun ‘glow’
never co-occurs with the words related to heat. Thus, there is no feature [+caused
by heat] in the social meaning. This shows that the word ‘glow’ is semantically
changed.
No. Lexical Item
J.18a Highlight (V)

Conceptual Meaning
[+to emphasize]
[+to make difference]
[-using bright skin-colored
cosmetic product]

Social Meaning
[+to emphasize]
[+to make difference]
[+using bright skincolored cosmetic product]

The verb ‘highlight’ in its social and conceptual meaning has the semantic
feature [+to emphasize]. WCD and OALD define the verb ‘highlight’ as to
emphasize. The social meaning of the verb ‘highlight’, on the other hand, is to
emphasize areas of face that naturally catch the light by using concealer or
highlighter (Shunatona, 2018, para. 3). Thus, the social meaning has developed
into a more specific sense with the addition of features [+using bright skin-colored
cosmetic product] to show the involvement of an instrument. Therefore, the social
meaning of the verb ‘highlight’ has undergone a semantic change. The usage of
the verb ‘highlight’ can be seen in the utterances below.
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Code
NJ/GM/8:02

CD/NM/7:24

Utterance
This is an Extra Dimension Blush in the color Fairly Precious
and this has a little bit of warmth but also a really, really nice
Sheen. So, it also highlights the apples of your cheeks and I
want to go see how it adds that shine
Then, for the inner corners of my eyes I'm going to take the
L'Oreal True Match Lumi Shimmerista. This one's Moonlight
then this one is Sunlight. I'm gonna mix them together to
highlight the inner corners of my eyes and then I'm gonna also
swatch them for you guys on my hand so you can see.

In the utterances above, the beauty influencers mentioned some cosmetic
products which are the Extra Dimension Blush, and L'Oreal True Match Lumi
Shimmerista. This shows that the social meaning of the verb ‘highlight’ has the
feature [+using bright skin-colored cosmetic product] which is not found in the
conceptual meaning.
No.
J.18b

Lexical Item
Conceptual Meaning
Highlight (N) [+part of something]
[+most interesting]
[-cosmetic product]
[-face product]
[-to emphasize some
features of the face

Social Meaning
[-part of something]
[-most interesting]
[+cosmetic product]
[+face product]
[+to emphasize some
features of the face]

Before explaining further about the noun ‘highlight’, the researcher cites
two utterances from the makeup tutorial containing the noun ‘highlight’.
Code
CD/GM/7:39

Utterance
I'm gonna be using the Tarteist Pro Glow Contour Powders and
Highlights.
MG/GM/8:30 I applied a little bit of highlight right here in the inner corner and
on my brow bone and that's all I've done off of camera .
From the previous utterances, the researcher finds out that the noun
‘highlight’ in the makeup tutorial refers to the same entity as in the word
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‘highlighter’ which is the next point to be discussed. The example of the usage of
the noun ‘highlighter’ in the makeup tutorial can be seen as follows
Code
NJ/GM/9:13

MG/NM/6:57

Utterance
God, I had no idea that Nylon was such a pretty highlighter on
the skin. I always loved it for the inner corner but I never
thought to like put it on the rest of my skin and I'm living.
We have this new L'Oreal True Match Highlighter Palette.

The usage of the word ‘highlight’ as a variation of the noun ‘highlighter’
is similar to the usage of the noun ‘blush’ as the AE variation of the noun
‘blusher’ (J.4). Therefore, the features of social meaning of the noun ‘highlight’ in
the data above are taken from the social meaning of the noun ‘highlighter’. WCD
and OALD define the noun ‘highlight’ as the most important part of something.
Even though the meaning is changed, there is no relation found between the social
and conceptual meaning.
No.
Lexical Item
J.19 Highlighter (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+to put on the eyes or
cheek]
[-to emphasize some
feature of the faces]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+face product]
[+to emphasize some
feature of the faces]
[+to put on the eyes or
cheek]

The difference between the social and conceptual meaning of the noun
‘highlight’ and ‘highlighter’ lies on the function. The function of ‘highlight’
according to its conceptual meaning is [+to put on the eyes or cheek]. Meanwhile,
‘highlight’ in its social meaning can be put on any part of the face which naturally
catch light such as brow-bone, nose, and near the lips (Valenti, 2016, para. 7). The
noun ‘highlighter’ has developed a new meaning in its social context. Therefore,
they are semantically changed.
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No.
Lexical Item
J.20 Lashes (N)
No.

Conceptual Meaning
[+body parts]
[+hair]
[+along the edge of
eyelids]
[+natural]

Social Meaning
[+body parts]
[+hair]
[+along the edge of
eyelids]
[ natural]

The noun ‘lashes’, according to WCD, refers to the noun ‘eyelashes’.
Thus, the semantic features of the noun ‘lashes’ are taken from the definition of
the noun ‘eyelashes’ in the dictionary.
There is only one difference between the social meaning and the
conceptual meaning which is the feature [ natural]. This feature does not exist in
the dictionary because both WCD and OALD define eyelashes as the hair growing
along the edge of the eyelids. Meanwhile, in makeup tutorials, ‘lashes’ can refer
to both natural eyelashes and false eyelashes. Natural eyelashes are the hair which
grows along the edge of the eyelids and are already there as natural-born feature.
On the other hand, false eyelashes are the manufactured eyelashes whose material
can be from human hair, mink fur, or synthetically made (Kennedy, 2013, para.23). Below are the examples of the utterances in makeup tutorial videos containing
the noun ‘lashes’.
Code
CD/NM/7:10

NJ/NM/8:28

Utterance
I have been waiting to use these lashes1. Actually I'm like I
want to do really natural; just skin, lashes2 like natural lashes3,
but flirty kind of looking.
Alright on to more fun stuff, I'm gonna curl my lashes4 and put
some mascara on them to bring back some depth into this face
into this blob of flesh.

The noun lashes1 and lashes2 refer to the false eyelashes, while lashes3 and
lashes4 refer to natural eyelashes. This shows that in the beauty sector the noun
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‘lashes’ is used to refer to both natural and false lashes. Therefore, the noun
‘lashes’ has semantically changed.
No.
Lexical Item
J.21 Lipstick (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored substance]
[+for lips]
[+solid]
[+stick]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored substance]
[+for lips]
[solid]
[+any shape]

The WCD and OALD define the noun ‘lipstick’ as the colored substance
that is made into a solid stick as the cosmetic for lips. However, the noun
‘lipstick’ found in the makeup tutorial and in the beauty articles may also refer to
the colored substance used as the cosmetic product for lips that comes in many
form such as liquid and cream (Lukas, 2017, para.1). The example of usage of the
noun ‘lipstick’ by the beauty community can be seen in the utterance below.
Code
ZS/NM/13:22

Utterance
Lips! Yes. So, I have two options for a pinky nude. I've got
my trusty Rimmel Kate Moss in 38, and then I have this one
which is a newer addition to my lipstick1 collection and it is
the Marc Jacobs Sonic Truth. And, I think this is the first
tutorial- tutorial- for a while where I've not used a liquid
lipstick2. I know.

The entity referred by lipstick1 in the utterance above is the same entity as
referred by the dictionaries. However, the entity referred by lipstick2 is different.
The noun ‘lipstick’ in lipstick2 is preceded by adjective ‘liquid’. This shows that
the substance is not solid. Thus, the noun ‘lipstick’ may refer to the substance in
solid, semi-solid, or liquid form. Therefore, the meaning of the noun ‘lipstick’ has
undergone a semantic change.
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No.
Lexical Item
J.22 Matte (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+state of surface]
[-shine]
[-soft]
[-smooth]
[-attractive]

Social Meaning
[+state of a surface]
[-shine]
[+soft]
[+smooth]
[+attractive]

The data above show that the adjective ‘matte’ carries the semantic
features that describe the appearance of a surface which does not shine. However,
there are additional features in its social meaning which are related to texture such
as soft and smooth. Moreover, the social meaning also includes the feature that
describes ‘matte’ as being attractive. These additional features found in the social
meaning show that the adjective ‘matte’ has undergone a semantic change.
Code
CD/NM/11:14

MG/NM/9:27

ZS/NM/5:04

Utterance
For the lips, I'm gonna stay pretty neutral. So, I'm gonna try
first I'm gonna try this Laura Mercier the Velour Extreme
Matte Lipstick in Fresh.
So, here we have 12 shades, four finishes. We have a buttery
matte shades, shimmers, metallics, and lustrous satin shades as
well and I believe at 10 that these guys are limited edition
shades….
I like that it has like a bit of warmth to it so it feels a bit more
natural and it's matte.

No.
Lexical Item
J.24 Nude (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+color]
[+light beige]
[+pinkish beige]

Social Meaning
[+color]
[+shades of pink]
[+shades of brown]

The data above show that the adjective ‘nude’ in the dictionary and in the
beauty sector defines color and it has undergone a semantic change. WCD defines
‘nude’ as light beige or pinkish beige. However, in beauty sector, ‘nude’ does not
only stand for the light color of pink or beige. The adjective ‘nude’ in beauty
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sector also covers the darker shades of the color because it depends on one’s skin
color (Erlich, 2017, para.1-10). This can be seen from the utterances containing
the adjective ‘nude’ as follows.
Code
NJ/NM/11:16

ZS/NM/10:43

Utterance
all right so I've almost made it towards the end of this natural
makeup challenge all that awaits me are my lips and I'm going
to go for a nude glossy lip.
I'm gonna make a very subtle. I'm gonna start with this very
light kind of peachy nude and I'm gonna just pop that all over
my eyelid.

In the utterance ZS/NM/10:43, it is seen that the adjective ‘nude’ is
preceded by the adjective ‘peachy’. The adjective ‘peachy’, according to OALD,
is used to describe the pinkish-orange color. Thus, the adjective ‘nude’ does not
only stand for the pinkish-beige color. This shows that the social meaning of the
adjective ‘nude’ has a semantic change.
No.
Lexical Item
J.25 Oil (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+natural substance]
[+from the soil]
[+from plants]
[+from animal]
[-from human]
[+have undergone
extraction process]
[+used for other activity]
[-produced by sebaceous
gland]

Social Meaning
[+natural substance]
[+body product]
[+from plants]
[+from animal]
[+from human]
[ have undergone
extraction process]
[ used for other activity]
[+produced by sebaceous
gland]

The social meaning and the conceptual meaning of the noun ‘oil’ share the
same feature of natural substance from living creature. Actually, there are two
meanings of the noun ‘oil’ in the beauty sector based on the utterances found in
the makeup tutorial videos analyzed in this study. The utterances containing the
noun ‘oil’ are as follows.
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Code
NJ/NM/3:46

ZS/GM/1:28

Utterance
My two favorite options for this are the Amazing Cosmetic
product Illuminate Primer Highlighter In Glow; I've been really
really loving this because I put this on and my face is super
duper glowy but it also keeps any oil1 at bay.
It’s a multi benefit beauty treatment with roucou oil2 so I just
gave that little spritz before a blow-dried.

The oil2 is part of the noun phrase ‘Roucou oil’. Roucou oil is a type of oil
made from the extraction of roucou seeds; roucou oil is useful as sun protector for
hair and skin (Roucou Oil, 2012, p. 1-5). Therefore, the oil2 is the same entity as
described in the dictionaries.
On the other hand, there is oil1 which refers to the substance on one’s face.
Oil1 is actually not a particular type of oil as roucou oil, or olive oil. Oil1 refers to
sebum which is the oily substance produced by sebaceous glands underneath
one’s skin as body’s metabolism to moisturize the skin (Herborium Group, Inc,
2016, para. 2).
The difference between the dictionary meaning of ‘oil’ as in oil2 and oil1
lies on the production process. While ‘oil’ or ‘sebum’ is produced by the body
naturally, the ‘oil’ in the dictionary refers to the substance that needs extraction
first. The ‘oil’ in the dictionary as in oil2 needs certain chemical process to make it
finally in the form of oily substance. The ambiguity of the social meaning of the
noun ‘oil’ shows that the noun ‘oil’ has undergone a semantic change.
No.
Lexical Item
J.26 Palette (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+tools]
[+container]
[+to mix color]
[-set of colored cosmetic
product]

Social Meaning
[+tools]
[+container]
[-to mix color]
[+set of colored cosmetic
product]
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The noun ‘palette’ has the feature [+container] in its social meaning and
conceptual meaning. Moreover, both the social meaning and the conceptual
meaning are also related to color. However, there is a difference between the
social meaning and the conceptual meaning. WCD and OALD define ‘palette’ as
a thin board used to mix color to paint. The ‘palette’ itself does not contain any
color. So, in order to use it, one needs to put color or to paint on it.
On the other hand, the noun ‘palette’ in makeup tutorial refers to a set of
the same cosmetic product with different colors in a container. The examples are
the eyeshadow palette, lip palette, and contour palette (Abelman, 2018, para.1).
The palette is not used as a tool used to mix cosmetic product or color. Therefore,
the noun ‘palette’ has undergone semantic change. The usage of the noun ‘palette’
in the beauty sector can be seen in the utterances below.
Code
MG/NM/10:18

MG/GM/8:57

CD/NM/9:27

Utterance
I just really like the shade range and I feel like you can be
any skin tone any color well you'll find something that
won't work for you in this palette. So, cute little on-the-go
palette Wanted.
And here you have the other shades that I did not use in the
palette you guys right here. I did not use one, two, three,
four, five, six, seven shades from the palette. These are
them right here.
And then I'm gonna go ahead and take the Mocha from the
palette to contour through this shade right here in the
middle.

No.
Lexical Item
J.28 Pigmented (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+natural color]
[-color result]
[-maximum opacity]

Social Meaning
[-natural color]
[+color result]
[+maximum opacity]
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The adjective ‘pigmented’ is described by OALD as having natural color.
However, the adjective ‘pigmented’ describes the result of the product related to
the opacity of the color. When a product is said to be ‘pigmented’, it means that
the color of a product is opaque that it covers the area that want to be covered
(Sinks, 2018, para.1).
Code
CD/NM/4:09

Utterance
This eye shadow is really pigmented because I'm barely
tapping my brush in there, he's picking up a lot of product but it
blends really nicely. So, I love that.
MG/GM/7:58 Whoa. That is so much more pigmented than I thought it was
gonna be. Holy shit.
MG/GM/8:03 We're gonna go ahead and set the brown with that blue, oh my
godness, going to inner corner, where am I going? Be careful
with this, guys; because it is so pigmented. It gets like, it gets
like really that can get dirty real quick so just be careful.
The social meaning of the adjective ‘pigmented’ does not have any similar feature
with its conceptual meaning. Thus, ‘pigmented’ has undergone a semantic change.
No. Lexical Item
Conceptual Meaning
J.29 Prime (V)
[+to prepare surface]
[+before painting]
[+using particular
substance]
[-before applying other
cosmetic product]
[-using particular cosmetic
product]

Social Meaning
[+to prepare face]
[-before painting]
[+using particular
substance]
[+before applying other
cosmetic product]
[+using particular cosmetic
product]

The data above show that there are similarities between the social meaning
of the verb ‘prime’ and its conceptual meaning. WCD and OALD describe the
verb ‘prime’ as the process of preparing the surface of wood, metal, wall, etc.
before painting in order to gain the best result of the color. On the other hand, the
verb ‘prime’ in beauty sector stands for the process of preparing one’s face before
applying any other cosmetic product so that the makeup will last longer (March,
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2015, par. 3). Below are the utterances showing the usage of the verb ‘prime’ in
the beauty sector.
Code
NJ/NM/3:25

MG/NM/2:28

Utterance
I just decided the first thing imma do is prime, and I'm gonna
be priming. Well, there's two options well there's a lot of
options when it comes to makeup but these are my two options
right now.
Let’s go ahead just jump on in. I already primed my face by the
way, and let's go in with the foundation what this video is
mostly about and the palette, of course, not denying you, I love
you too

Both the social and dictionary meaning of the verb carry the sense of
preparation to get particular result. However, they differ in terms of the things
being prepared for, and the result. While the verb ‘prime’ in the dictionary refers
to prepare the surface of wood, metal, wall, etc., in makeup tutorial it refers to
preparing face. Moreover, ‘prime’ in makeup tutorial expect that the makeup or
the whole cosmetic product on the face will last longer. Meanwhile, the ‘prime’ in
the dictionary expect for the color payoff. Thus, the verb ‘prime’ has undergone a
semantic change.
No.
Lexical Item
J.30 Primer (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+base]
[+substance]
[+to get the best result]
[-cosmetic product]

Social Meaning
[+base]
[+cosmetic product]
[+to get the best result]

The WCD and OALD define the noun ‘primer’ as the substance used to
prepare the surface such as wood, metal, and wall before painting. The color of
the primer is usually white, but not a solid white. The function of the primer is to
create an even and smooth paint application by sealing the surface and prevent the
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paint from absorbing into the surface (Zimmer as cited in Anderson, 2014, para.
3).
The noun ‘primer’ in the beauty sector, on the other hand, refers to the
cosmetic used to prepare the skin before applying cosmetic product. The function
of primer is to refine the texture on the skin such as lines, wrinkles, and large pore
and to even up the skin color (Dimmick as cited in Oliver, 2017, para.5). Unlike
the ‘primer’ which is used to prepare wood, metal, or wall, the color of the
cosmetic ‘primer’ is more various. They are transparent, pink, yellow, green, and
purple, in which each color has different function. For example, the green primer
is used to reduce the redness on the face (Schlip as cited in Oliver, 2017, para. 7).
In order to see how the noun ‘primer’ is used in the beauty sector, the researcher
takes three utterances containing the noun ‘primer’ as follows.
Code
NJ/GM/4:28
CD/NM/1:42

ZS/NM/7:20

Utterance
Now, I'm gonna go in with the NYX Glitter Primer as a base
and I'm going to start off from inner to outer corner.
For a primer today, I'm gonna take The Laura Geller Spackle
Treatment Makeup Primer and I’ve actually never tried this. It's
still it's very new so I'm gonna open it up and try it with you
guys.
I'm gonna start with a primer. If I'm in a rush, I don't tend to do
this, but if I have a little bit more time , then I will because it
does make a little bit more of a difference on how long your
eyeshadow last, but also like the quality of the eyeshadow
always looks much better if you use a base.

The noun ‘primer’ in the beauty sector and in the general context has the
similarity in terms of its function. The cosmetic ‘primer’ and the paint ‘primer’
are used to prepare a surface before the application of any other substance.
However, they do not refer to the same thing. Therefore, the noun ‘primer’ has
undergone a semantic change.
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No.
Lexical Item
J.32 Set (V)

Conceptual Meaning
[+to make something
immovable]
[+to make something
firm]
[-to make the applied
cosmetic product last
longer]
[-to prevent makeup from
melting away]
[-using cosmetic product]

Social Meaning
[+to make something
immovable]
[+to make something
firm]
[+to make the applied
cosmetic product last
longer]
[+to prevent makeup
from melting away]
[+using cosmetic
product]

The verb ‘set’ is described as an action that is purposed to make something
immovable or become firm by WCD and OALD. Whereas in the beauty sector,
the verb ‘set’ is an action that is purposed to prevent the makeup from melting
away so that it can stay longer (March, 2015, para. 8). When the makeup on one’s
face melts, it means that the makeup does not stay in its initial state or position.
Thus, the verb ‘set’ in makeup application is purposed to prevent the makeup
moving from its initial position or state. Therefore, the feature [+to prevent
makeup from melting away] in the social meaning is similar to the features [+to
make something immovable] and [+to make something firm] in the conceptual
meaning. The example of the usage of the verb ‘set’ in beauty sector can be seen
in the utterances below.
Code
MG/GM/7:42

MG/GM/8:03
NJ/GM/3:42

Utterance
Really saturate that bitch, honey. Go ahead and blend out that
so that it doesn't set too quickly because we wanted to be a
seamless blend. So, we're blending out that Brown and now
it's going to take some of that blue really pretty like blueish
sure looks like a peacock.
We're gonna go ahead and set the brown with that blue, oh my
godness, going to inner corner, where am I going?
And then setting that using the color powder from that same
Sephora palette
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Even though there is similarity in terms of the purpose of the action
between the meanings of the verb ‘set’, there is also a difference. The meaning of
the verb ‘set’ in the dictionary does not include the usage of certain entity as in the
social meaning. In its social meaning, the verb ‘set’ involves the usage of
cosmetic product because to prevent the makeup applied on one’s face from
melting down, it needs products such as powder or spray (Barnett, 2017, para. 13).
This differences show that the verb ‘set’ has undergone a semantic change.
No.
Lexical Item
J.33 Smokey (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+dark-gray]
[-style]
[-appearance]
[-layering shades of a
color]

Social Meaning
[+dark shade of any color]
[+style]
[+appearance]
[+layering shades of a
color]

According to WCD, the adjective ‘smokey’ has the definition of smoke
colored or dark gray. So, the adjective ‘smokey’ is associated with the dark color,
especially gray. In beauty sector, the adjective ‘smokey’ co-occur with the noun
‘eye’ as found in utterances below.
Code
NJ/GM/3:30;
MG/NM/12:34

Utterance
Time to cut the center of the lid using this MAC Select
Cover-Up Concealer for a spotlight smokey eye.
Okay, so these are the tops of the eyes so far. So, we got
going in classic gorgeous champagne smokey stunning.

Smokey eye is the style of eye makeup involving several shades of a color
of eyeshadow to make the gradation with the darkest shade at the outmost. The
color is not restricted to gray as mentioned in WCD; it can be any color (Metzger,
2017, par. 3-4). The adjective ‘smokey’, therefore, has undergone a semantic
change.
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No. Lexical Item
J.34 Wing (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+at the side section]
[+part of something]
[+body parts of bird,
insect, bat]
[+parts of building]
[-the overly drawn a line]
[-to the outer side of the
eyes]

Social Meaning
[+at the side section]
[-part of something]
[-body parts of bird, insect,
bat]
[-parts of building]
[+the overly drawn a line]
[+to the outer side of the
eyes]

The data above show that the noun ‘wing’ has undergone a semantic
change. The noun ‘wing’ in the dictionaries is described as the body parts of some
animals, the parts of plane, building, or stage. The similarity of the meaning of the
noun ‘wing’ in animals, plane, building, and stage is the position of the entity
named ‘wing’. The entity ‘wing’ is always at the side section of something.
On the other hand, the noun ‘wing’ in beauty sector is known as the angled
up overly drawn line at the edge of the eyelids which goes to the outer side of the
eye using the cosmetic product eyeliner (Tilbury, 2017, para. 3). The similarity
between the conceptual and social meaning is that the entity ‘wing’ is always at
the side. However, unlike the ‘wing’ of a bird, plane, or building, the ‘wing’ in
beauty sector is additional and does not become the part of the organ ‘eye’. The
example of the usage of the noun ‘wing’ can be seen in the utterances as follows.
Code
NJ/GM/4:12

CD/NM/5:18

Utterance
And I'm going to make my wing a little bit more thick than I
usually would because you still obviously want to see the
glitter.
I'm gonna take my pencil brush from Makeup Shock This Is A
Tee at 13 and I'm gonna grab the Midnight and just run it right
along the base of your lashes because we're gonna put lashes on
and you want it to look seamless and I don't want like a perfect
wing so I'm just gonna diffuse that edge
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2. The Beauty Jargon that Have Not Undergone Semantic Change
There are 7 data analyzed in this part. The semantic features from the
conceptual and social meaning are displayed in order to see the distinctive feature
between the two dimensions of meaning.
No.
J.4

Lexical Item
Blush (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+various shades of red]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+various shades of red]

The word ‘blush’ as a noun is actually the American English (AE)
variation of the noun ‘blusher’. Thus, the features of the conceptual meaning
above are taken from the word ‘blusher’ instead of ‘blush’. The datum above
shows that there is no difference between the social meaning and the conceptual
meaning. The social and conceptual meaning carry similar features which are
[+cosmetic product] and [+colored]. Moreover, both social and conceptual
meaning carries the feature [+various shades of red] which shows the color of the
cosmetic product itself. The same features shared by the social and conceptual
meaning shows that the word ‘blush’ does not experience a semantic change. The
example of the usage of the noun ‘blush’ can be seen in the utterances as follows.
Code
NJ/NM/10:08

NJ/GM/7:58
CD/NM/9:50

Utterance
For blush, I definitely want to bring back that glow so I'm
gonna go in with this right here this is my MAC this is An
Extra Dimension Blush In Fairly Precious
For blush, I’m gonna go in with this one right here, this is by
MAC.
I take this blush right here from The Balm, looks like so this is
really cute packaging by the way I'm gonna pop that on my
cheeks just to give myself like a nice natural flush of color and
keep that right on the apples of the cheeks.
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No.
J.8

Lexical Item
Concealer (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+skin-colored]
[+to cover imperfections
on the skin]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+skin-colored]
[+to cover imperfections
on the skin]

The data above show that the social meaning and the conceptual meaning
of the noun ‘concealer’ refer to the same thing. OALD defines ‘concealer’ as a
skin colored cream or powder used to cover spots or marks on the skin or dark
circles under the eyes, while the noun ‘concealer’ in beauty sector is known as a
skin colored cosmetic product used to hide fine lines, marks, redness, and dark
circles under the eyes (Metzger, 2018, para. 8-11). The example of the usage of
the noun ‘concealer’ can be seen as follows.
Code
CD/NM/8:12

ZS/NM/7:37

ZS/NM/4:28

Utterance
And now I'm gonna move on to my under-eye circles which
aren't that bad today. So, I'm gonna go ahead but I'm still
gonna use my concealer. I'm gonna try a new concealer
though cuz this was a new one from Kylie and I've been really
excited to try this on my face.
I do love me a liquid concealer. I always think stick one looks
so great and they offer really great coverage as well but I just
can't get on with a stick concealer. I just find them very
drying. What are your thoughts? Let me know.
Also, if you get oily eyelids, I'm afraid it's a must; or if you've
used quite a lot of product, like obviously I put concealer
around my eyes; but not everybody does that; if you're blessed
with beautiful under eyes, you don't always have to put
concealer on your eyes; or if you don't have very blue eyelids,
you don't have to either; but I was not blessed with non blue
eyelids, so using something to like neutralize that but also kind
of become like a bit of a glue for your eyeshadow is always
much better.
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No.
Lexical Item
J.13 Eyeliner (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+for eye]
[+applied at the edge of
eyelid]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+for eye]
[+applied at the edge of
eyelids]

The noun ‘eyeliner’ in the beauty sector refers to the colored cosmetic
product which can be in the form of liquid, gel, or pencil, and is used at the edge
of one’s eyelids (10 Eyeliner Tips That Will Seriously Up Your Liner Game, 2018,
para. 3-5). Thus, conceptual meaning and the social meaning of the noun
‘eyeliner’ refers to the same entity. Therefore, the noun ‘eyeliner’ is not
semantically changed. The example of utterances containing the noun ‘eyeliner’
can be seen as follows.
Code
MG/GM/7:35
MG/GM/8:15

ZS/NM/12:07

Utterance
I think I doubt taking Mix Ardency in brown eyeliner.
Damn. Damn. And this is our eye so far you guys, I'm gonna
go in apply some eyeliner and finish off of this eye off of the
camera and I'll be right back.
It's still a very dark brown so I think unless you're looking
very closely at someone's eye, you probably wouldn't notice,
but I quite like using brown as an eyeliner color. I think black
is a very like popular go-to shade.

No.
Lexical Item
J.14 Eyeshadow (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+eye]
[+to look more attractive]
[+applied to the eyelids]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+colored]
[+eye]
[+to enhance the eyes]
[+applied to the eyelids]

The noun ‘eyeshadow’ in both social and conceptual meaning has the
same semantic features. OALD defines the noun ‘eyeshadow’ as a type of
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coloured make-up that is put on the skin above the eyes (the eyelids) to make
them look more attractive. In the beauty sector, the noun ‘eyeshadow’ refers to the
coloured cosmetic product applied on one’s eyelids to enhance the appearance of
the eyes (Which Versatile Eyeshadow Palette Should You Buy?, 2018, para. 1-3).
Hence, the meaning of the noun ‘eyeshadow’ is not semantically changed. The
usage of the noun can be seen as follows.
Code
MG/GM/2:00

Utterance
The Dream Street Pallete from Kathleen and ColourPop
retails for sixteen dollars and you get twelve eyeshadows
which is crazy which is fucking crazy.

ZS/GM/14:52

I'm gonna put a little bit of the Too Faced Shadow
Insurance on my eyelids before putting on any eyeshadow.

No.
Lexical Item
J.15 Foundation (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+for face]
[+skin colored]

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+for face]
[+skin colored]

The data above shows that the social meaning and the conceptual meaning
of the word ‘foundation’ refer to the same thing. All of the features in the social
meaning can also be found in the conceptual meaning. There is no feature that
exclusively exists in either social or conceptual meaning. Therefore, ‘foundation’
is not semantically changed. The usage of the noun ‘foundation’ can be seen as
follows.
Code
CD/GM/3:43

ZS/NM/2:28

Utterance
Oh, this is actually a lot darker than my face but it kind of matches
my skin tone because my face is lighter than the rest of my body
because I exfoliate it and I think I'm gonna be good with just one
layer of this foundation.
Well, there was me thinking I'm so super pale so this foundation
will completely match. I actually think my skin is not this pale right
now.
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No.
Lexical Item
J.23 Natural (Adj)

Conceptual Meaning
[+normal]
[+without exaggeration]

Social Meaning
[+enhancing the natural
feature]
[+using neutral color]

To be ‘natural’ in makeup does not mean the state of not wearing any
makeup, but to wear makeup but it seems like not wearing any makeup
(Chichowski, 2017, para.1). The ‘natural’ makeup look in the beauty sector
requires the use of certain cosmetic products whose color are similar to the real
color of the face part; for example, using the lipstick that has the same color or
slightly brighter than the lips, or using the neutral color of eyeshadow (Post, 2015,
para. 6-7). Hence, the adjective ‘natural’ in the beauty sector is used to described
the state of one’s face that still looks like one’s ‘normal’ face because the
sufficient amount and the neutral color of the cosmetic products. The usage of the
noun ‘natural’ can be seen in the utterances below.
Code
CD/NM/7:10

CD/NM/9:50

MG/NM/4:38

Utterance
I have been waiting to use these lashes actually I'm like I want
to do really natural; just skin, lashes like natural lashes but
flirty kind of looking.
Very like natural pinky and then I'm gonna put some of the
pink right on this area I don't know why I just love the way
pink looks right here just brightens it up in a really pretty way.
It's supposed to give you a full coverage with a natural radiant
finish.

No.
Lexical Item
J.27 Pigment (N)

Conceptual Meaning
[+powder]
[+color]
[+as colorant in paint,
cosmetic product,
enamels, etc.]

Social Meaning
[+powder]
[+color]
[+the colorant in
cosmetic product]
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The noun ‘pigment’ in WCD and OALD is described as the powder which
is used to add color in paint, cosmetic product, enamels, or any other substance
used for coloring. In the makeup tutorial, pigment is mentioned as the formula of
cosmetic product. Below is the example of the noun ‘pigment’.
Code
MG/NM/10:14

Utterance
This is also a new formula for NARS. So, this is a pure
pigment formula which gives you like the ultimate color
payoff.

The noun ‘pigment’ in makeup tutorial is the formula in cosmetic product
which contributes to its color (Sinks, 2018, para.1). Meanwhile, the dictionaries
also mentioned ‘pigment’ as the substance that is used in some products as a
colorant. This means ‘pigment’ is also classified as a formula in its conceptual
meaning. Based on the comparison, there is no difference found between the
social meaning and the dictionary meaning. Therefore, the noun ‘pigment’ has not
experienced a semantic change.
3. The Beauty Jargon which are Not Listed in the Dictionary
In this part, the researcher displays the beauty jargon which are considered
as new words because they are not listed yet in the dictionaries used in this study.
Since these words cannot be found in the dictionaries, the semantic features of the
data are only from the social meaning.
No.
J.3

Lexical Item
Beauty blender
(N)

Social Meaning
[+company's name]
[+tool]
[+sponge]
[+teardrop-shaped]
[+to distribute the cosmetic on the face evenly]
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The noun ‘beauty blender’ is identified as a new compound word which is
not listed yet in the dictionaries. The noun ‘beauty blender’ is formed by two
nouns which are ‘beauty’ and ‘blender’. Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyam (2009)
state that the head of a compound word is the rightmost word (p.61). In ‘beauty
blender’, the rightmost word is ‘blender’. Hence, the head of ‘beauty blender’ is
‘blender’.
According to WCD and OALD, ‘blender’ is an electrical device which is
used to mix substances. The entity ‘blender’ usually has a jar, a jar lid, blades, and
a motor. However, the ‘beauty blender’ in the beauty sector does not mean
‘blender for beauty purposes’. This shows that the noun ‘beauty blender’ has
developed a new meaning that is different from the components.
The noun ‘beauty blender’ is actually the name of the company that
invented the roundish teardrop-shaped sponge as a tool (Chadwick, 2018, para. 1).
Nevertheless, the beauty community usually use the noun ‘beauty blender’ to refer
to the sponge instead of the company. The usage of the noun ‘beauty blender’ can
be seen as follows.
Code
NJ/GM/7:21

Utterance
So, this is, it's like a beauty blender on the stick it's like an egg.
Can you see?

CD/GM/4:02

I really missed the point from the beauty blender or the Elcie
sponge. I'd rather have it pointy but you know, it's okay.

The usage of the noun ‘beauty blender’ to refer to the makeup sponge
rather than the name of a company also shows that the noun ‘beauty blender’ is
semantically changed.
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No.
J.6

Lexical Item
Bronzer (N)

Social Meaning
[+cosmetic product]
[+face product]
[+colored]
[+reddish-brown]
[+to imitate suntan]

The noun ‘bronzer’ refers to the cosmetic product whose color is reddish
brown and is used to imitate suntan (Hogan, 2015, para.1). The cosmetic product
‘bronzer’ is used in the verb ‘bronze’ (data J.5). The example of the usage of the
noun ‘bronzer’ can be seen in the utterances below
Code
NJ/NM/12:32

ZS/NM/5:04

ZS/GM/10:34

Utterance
I could have toned down the bronzer a little bit again this is
such a huge step for me in my makeup routine because I always
pound it on
Next thing I'm going to do is add a little bit of bronzer. I am
using this Marc Jacobs Bronzer in Tantastic in 104 and I'm
gonna use this lightly because I think this is probably for
summer when you actually have a tan because it is quite dark,
but I really like it, I like that it has like a bit of warmth to it so
it feels a bit more natural and it's matte.
Although it's like wintery and this is more of like a festive look,
I don't think you can go wrong with a bit of bronzer, really.

It can be seen from utterance ZS/NM/5:04 that ‘bronzer’ is more suitable
for summer when people become tan. This shows that ‘bronzer’ has the feature
[+to imitate suntan]. This point is strengthened in utterance ZS/GM/10:34 stating
that ‘bronzer’ is not always suitable during winter when people are less likely
exposed to sun light and get tan.
However, the noun ‘bronzer’ has not been listed yet in the dictionaries.
Therefore, the researcher cannot identify the semantic features based on the
conceptual meaning and decide whether or not the noun has undergone semantic
change.
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No.
Lexical Item
J.17 Glowy (Adj)

Social Meaning
[+state]
[+appearance]
[+attractive]
[+smooth]
[+reflective]
[-powdery]

In beauty sector, the adjective ‘glowy’ is used to describe one’s skin
condition. The usage of the adjective ‘glowy’ in the beauty sector can be seen in
the utterances below.
Code
NJ/NM/3:46

CD/NM/0:40

Utterance
My two favorite options for this are the Amazing Cosmetic
product Illuminate Primer Highlighter In Glow; I've been
really, really loving this because I put this on and my face is
super duper glowy but it also keeps any oils at bay.
So, this is it. Very basic natural glowy skin. Just in case you
have your family members trying to snap pictures of you and
you're like not noticing, at least your highlight is glowing and
blinding the camera, your face looks like nice and bright and
healthy.

The adjective ‘glowy’ is described as the smooth appearance of one’s skin
where the ‘glowy’ skin usually has the ability to reflect light (Tunell & Nesvig,
2015, para. 5). In utterance CD/NM/0:40, the adjective ‘glowy’ co-occurs with the
verb ‘glowing’ which shows its relation with the ability to reflect light. Moreover,
there are also adjective ‘nice’, ‘bright’, and ‘healthy’ in the utterance; this shows
that adjective ‘glowy’ carries the feature [+attractive].
However, the adjective ‘glowy’ has not been listed yet in the dictionary. The
researcher cannot identify its semantic features based on the dictionaries and
decide whether or not the noun has undergone semantic change.
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B. The Type of Change Experienced by Beauty Jargon with Semantic
Change
In this part, the researcher aims to see the types of semantic change
experienced by the beauty jargon. The analysis shows what types of semantic
change experienced by the data which has been identified as semantically changed
based on the previous analysis. The types of semantic change used in this analysis
is based on Breal’s taxonomy of semantic change (Breal as cited in Traugott &
Dasher, 2002, pp.54-58).
This part is divided into six sub-parts. First is the discussion of the jargon
which are classified as metaphor. Second is the jargon which are classified as
specialization. Third is the jargon which are classified as generalization. Fourth is
the jargon which are classified as amelioration. Fifth is the special case of
semantic change found in this study. The last is the jargon with no relation
between the social and conceptual meaning.
Chart 2. The Proportion of the Type of Change Experienced by the Beauty
Jargon Found in Makeup Tutorial Video on YouTube
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The chart shows that there are 8 jargon which are classified as metaphor, 7
jargon which are classified as specialization, 4 jargon which are classified as
generalization, 1 jargon which is classified as amelioration, and there are 3 jargon
whose social meaning are not related to the conceptual meaning. There are also 3
jargon which are analyzed separately because they are classified as the special
case of semantic change in this study.
1. Metaphor
Traugott & Dasher (2002) define metaphor as “the analogical mapping of
a more concrete term from a ‘source’ domain onto a more abstract term in the
‘target’ domain” (p. 75). Metaphor is an expression that is used to describe
another concept that has similarity. From 8 words classified as metaphor in this
study, there are 5 nouns, 2 verbs, and 1 adjective. The researcher takes one lexical
items from each category to be discussed. The rest are displayed in the appendix.
The example of the nouns that have undergone the metaphor semantic
change is ‘apple’. The noun ‘apple’ in the social and conceptual meaning refers to
different entities from different domains. The domain of the noun ‘apple’ in the
conceptual meaning is plant product, while the domain of the noun ‘apple’ in the
beauty sector is the face part. However, the social and conceptual meaning of the
noun ‘apple’ has similarity in the feature [+roundish]. This shows that the beauty
community uses the noun ‘apple’ to describe the face part that has the same
appearance of the plant product ‘apple’. The beauty community maps the feature
of appearance [+roundish] from the domain of plant product onto the domain of
face part.
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Another metaphor semantic change is found in the verb ‘prime’. The
conceptual meaning of the verb ‘prime’ is in the domain of painting. Hence, the
beauty community maps the features of [+action of preparing surface] and [+to
get the best result] from the painting domain to the beauty domain. Other
similarities of both domains can be seen through the comparison of one’s face as
the object of the action ‘prime’ is treated like the surface of the wall. The one who
applies the cosmetics on one’s face equals to the painter. The cosmetics applied
are similar to the paints.
The adjective ‘dewy’ also has undergone the metaphor semantic change.
The adjective ‘dewy’ in the social and conceptual meaning has the feature
[+moist]. The feature [+moist] in the conceptual meaning is caused by the dew,
while the moist appearance in the beauty sector is caused by cosmetics. Although
it seems unrelated, the cause of the ‘dewy’ appearance in the conceptual meaning
contributes to the changing of meaning in the beauty sector. WCD defines ‘dew’
as ‘anything moist, gentle, or refreshing as dew or suggesting the morning
freshness’. Meanwhile, the adjective ‘dewy’ in the beauty sector usually co-exists
with the adjective ‘healthy’. Fresh and healthy are closely related. Therefore, it
can be inferred that the adjective ‘dewy’ is used by the beauty community to
describe one’s appearance that looks healthy and fresh just like the dew in the
morning.
2. Specialization
Specialization is the semantic change where the meaning of a word
becomes narrower than its previous meaning. The meaning of the word can be
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classified as specialization when the range of application of the new meaning is a
subset of the range of the previous meaning (Geeraerts, 2009, p.26). Thus, the
new meaning of a word is the subordinate of its previous meaning.
There are 7 lexical items whose meaning becomes narrower in the beauty
sector. There are 4 verbs, 2 nouns, and 1 adjective. The verbs are ‘bronze’, ‘set’,
‘highlight’, and ‘contour’. The nouns are ‘crease’ and ‘coverage’. The adjective is
‘clumpy’.
The verbs ‘bronze’, ‘set’, ‘highlight’, and ‘contour’ are identified as
specialization due to the feature [+using cosmetics] in the social meaning. The
conceptual meaning of those verbs is an action to achieve particular purpose.
However, the method is not specified yet. The purpose of the verb ‘bronze’ is ‘to
become brown or tan’. The verb ‘set’ has a purpose ‘to make something
immovable’. The verb ‘highlight’ has a purpose ‘to emphasize something’; and
the verb ‘contour’ has a purpose ‘to determine the line of something’. In the
beauty sector, those verbs become more specific because of the feature [+using
cosmetic products]. The analysis of the verbs which have undergone
specialization is represented by the verb ‘bronze’.
For example is the verb ‘bronze’. The verb ‘bronze’ in social and
conceptual meaning has a purpose ‘to become brown and tan’. In the beauty
sector, the verb ‘bronze’ involves the usage of cosmetic products. This shows that
the meaning of the verb ‘bronze’ in the beauty sector has been narrowed into a
particular way to achieve the purpose ‘to become brown and tan’. Thus, the
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conceptual meaning of the verb ‘bronze’ is the superordinate of the social
meaning; and the social meaning is the subordinate of the conceptual meaning.
The noun ‘crease’ has also undergone the specialization semantic change.
This is shown by the feature in the social meaning that shows the location of the
noun ‘crease’. In the conceptual meaning, the noun ‘crease’ may refer to any line
on one’s face. However, the beauty community uses the noun ‘crease’ to refer to
the particular line which is located between the brow bone and eyelid. This
specific line referred in the beauty sector is included in the conceptual meaning,
since the conceptual meaning refers to any line. Therefore, the social meaning of
the noun ‘crease’ is the subordinate of the conceptual meaning.
The other semantic specialization are found in meaning of the noun
‘coverage’ and the adjective ‘clumpy’. The noun ‘coverage’ in the conceptual and
social meaning actually shares the feature [+the way of covering something].
However, the noun ‘coverage’ is used by the community only to refer to the way
of skin colored cosmetic products cover the skin, not all cosmetic products. The
meaning of the adjective ‘clumpy’ is similar in the conceptual and social meaning.
The adjective refers to the unattractive state that having lump. However, the social
meaning has a narrower meaning because the feature of [+having lump] in the
social meaning is specifically caused by mascara. This shows that the words
‘coverage’ and ‘clumpy’ can only co-exist with particular cosmetic products only
in the beauty sector. Therefore, these lexical items have undergone the
specialization semantic change.
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3. Generalization
Generalization is the semantic change where the meaning of a word
becomes broader than the previous meaning. According to Geeraerts (2009), in
generalization, the new meaning of a word includes the previous meaning (p.27).
In other words, the new meaning is the superordinate of the previous meaning.
There are 4 data that experienced the semantic generalization. There are 2
nouns and 2 adjectives. The nouns are ‘lipstick’, and ‘highlighter’. Meanwhile, the
adjectives are ‘smokey’, and ‘nude’.
In the previous part of this chapter, the researcher has already made the
comparison between the social and the conceptual meaning of the noun
‘highlighter’. Even though the noun ‘highlighter’ refers to the same entity in the
conceptual and social meaning, the meaning of the noun ‘highlighter’ in the
beauty sector is expanded in terms of its usage. The entity ‘highlighter’, according
to the conceptual meaning, is to be put on the eyes and cheeks. Meanwhile, in the
beauty sector, the usage of the entity ‘highlighter’ depends on the face features
that one wants to accentuate. Eyes and cheeks are included as the face features
that one might wants to accentuate. The inclusion of the feature in conceptual
meaning in the social meaning shows that the social meaning is the superordinate.
Therefore, the semantic change of the noun ‘highlighter’ in the beauty sector is
categorized as generalization.
Another datum that has undergone the semantic generalization is the noun
‘lipstick’. Based on the comparison of meaning of the noun ‘lipstick’ (pp. 41-42),
there are differences between the conceptual and social meaning. The feature
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[+solid] is replaced by [solid], and the feature [+stick] is omitted. The
replacement and the omission of the conceptual meaning’s features in the social
meaning shows that the substance referred in the noun ‘lipstick’ is no longer
restricted to particular type and shape. The meaning of the noun ‘lipstick’
becomes the substance which is used for coloring the lips. Thus, the conceptual
meaning of the noun ‘lipstick’ is included in the social meaning. Therefore, the
meaning of the noun ‘lipstick’ has undergone the generalization semantic change.
The adjectives ‘smokey’ and ‘nude’ have also undergone the
generalization semantic change. Both adjectives are related to color and their
meanings in the beauty sector cover more colors than in the conceptual meaning.
The adjective ‘smokey’, according to WCD, only covers the dark-gray color.
Meanwhile, the beauty community use ‘smokey’ to refer to the dark shades of all
colors. Similar to the adjective ‘smokey’, the range of colors included in the
adjective ‘nude’ is also expanded. Based on WCD, the color ‘nude’ is the light
shades of the pink and brown color. Meanwhile, the beauty community use the
color ‘nude’ to refer to all shades of pink and brown color from the lightest shade
until the darkest shade. Thus, the social meanings of the adjective ‘smokey’ and
‘nude’ are the superordinates of the conceptual meanings.
4. Amelioration
Amelioration is the semantic change where the meaning of a word is
elevated; either it gains more positive sense or loses the negative sense. There is
only one lexical item that has undergone amelioration which is the adjective
‘matte’. The social meaning and the conceptual meaning of the adjective ‘matte’
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are actually similar. They refer to the condition of a surface which cannot shine or
reflect light. However, the conceptual meaning contains the feature [+dull] which
carries the sense of unattractiveness. This feature disappears and is replaced by the
feature [+attractive] in the social meaning. This shows that the social meaning of
the adjective ‘matte’ is the elevation of the conceptual meaning since it loses the
negative sense of dull and gains the positive sense of attractiveness.
5. Special Case
There are three lexical items which are analyzed in this part. They are
‘oil’, ‘lashes’, and ‘beauty blender’. The researcher includes those lexical items in
this part because of their ambiguities.
The first is the noun ‘oil’. The noun ‘oil’ can be categorized either as
generalization or metaphor. There are two entities referred by the noun ‘oil’ in the
beauty sector. The first is the substance from plant used as cosmetics and the
second is the sebum produced by sebaceous glands on one’s face. The similar
feature of those two entities is the texture which is oily. Hence, the noun ‘oil’ can
be defined as ‘the oily substance’. The conceptual meaning of the noun ‘oil’
which refers to the same entity of the first meaning of it in the beauty sector,
therefore, can be included in this definition.
However, if the focus of the change is only on the second meaning of the
noun ‘oil’, it can be categorized as metaphor. The second meaning of the noun
‘oil’ in the beauty sector is produced naturally by the human body. Meanwhile,
the entity ‘oil’ referred in the first meaning is not produced naturally by the living
creature; it still needs to undergo extraction process. This shows that the beauty
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community map the feature [+oily] from the source domain of the processed
substance onto the target domain of body product.
Similar to the noun ‘oil’, the noun ‘lashes’ can also be categorized in two
types of change. The noun ‘lashes’ may be categorized either as the generalization
or pejoration. The generalization of the meaning of the noun ‘lashes’ is shown by
the feature [natural] in the social meaning. The noun ‘lashes’, in the social
meaning, refers to two entities which are the natural lashes and the false lashes.
Meanwhile the conceptual meaning of the noun ‘lashes’ is the natural hair grows
on the eyelids. Hence, the conceptual meaning of the noun ‘lashes’ is included in
the social meaning. This makes the social meaning becomes the superordinate.
If the focus of the change is on the artificial lashes, the social meaning is
the degradation of the conceptual meaning. The false lashes are made by human,
not as natural born feature that one has. According to OALD, the word ‘false’
itself carries the sense of deceive. The sense of deceive shows that the noun
‘lashes’ gains a more negative meaning. Therefore, the social meaning of the noun
‘lashes’ has undergone the pejoration semantic change.
The last is the noun ‘beauty blender’. Since the noun ‘beauty blender’ is
not listed in the dictionary, the analysis of the semantic change of its meaning is
analyzed in this part. Beauty blender, as discussed in the previous part of this
chapter, is mostly used to refer to the teardrop-shaped makeup sponge.
Meanwhile, Beauty Blender is actually the company founded by Rea Ann Silva in
2002 whose first product is the teardrop-shaped makeup sponge (Michael, 2017,
para. 5). Besides the teardrop-shaped makeup sponge, the company also produces
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other products such as makeup brush, brush cleanser, sponge cleanser, foundation,
etc. (www.beautyblender.com). Thus, it can be seen that the teardrop-shaped
makeup sponge produced by the company is being highlighted and becomes the
primary meaning of the noun ‘beauty blender’. Hence, the noun ‘beauty blender’
has undergone the metonymy semantic change.
6. Unrelated Meaning
.

There are three words which are semantically changed, but the type of

semantic change cannot be identified. Those words are the nouns ‘highlight’ and
‘contour’, and the adjective ‘pigmented’. The beauty community has developed a
new meaning of these words, but the new meaning or the social meaning are not
related to the conceptual meaning. Thus, the researcher is unable to identify the
type of change experienced by each of these words.
The social meaning of the noun ‘contour’ and ‘highlight’ are similar; they
refer to the cosmetic products which are used in the process of contouring and
highlighting one’s face. On the other side, the conceptual meaning of the noun
‘contour’ is ‘the outer part or edge of something’ and ‘highlight’ is ‘the most
interesting or important part’. While the social meanings of these words refer to
particular substances, the conceptual meanings refer them as part of something.
The adjective ‘pigmented’ has the same problem. The beauty community
defines it as the adjective which is used to describe the maximum color payoff,
while the dictionaries define it as a condition of having natural color. Even though
both social and conceptual meaning are related to color, there is no similar feature
that shows the relation between the two dimensions of meaning.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

This chapter aims to conclude the analysis written in the previous chapter.
Based on the analysis of the first problem, there are 35 lexical items identified as
beauty jargon. From those 35 lexical items, there are 25 lexical items with
semantic change, 7 lexical items which have not undergone semantic change, and
3 lexical items which are not listed yet in the dictionaries.
Most of the jargon with no semantic change belong to the category of
noun. This is because the dictionaries have defined them as the cosmetic products.
This means the conceptual meaning of these nouns are already in the beauty
domain. Meanwhile, the other words whose meanings are not changed have the
neutral meaning in both social and conceptual meaning.
Based on the analysis of the second problem, Breal’s six types of semantic
change are found in this study. The most frequent semantic change found in this
study is metaphor. The second most frequent is specialization. The third is
generalization. The fourth is amelioration. The other types of change which are
pejoration and metonymy are found in the lexical items whose social meaning are
ambiguous.
The metaphor semantic change found in this study shows the mapping of
the words from different domains onto the beauty domain. Most of the lexical
items that are identified as the lexical items which have undergone metaphor
semantic change in this study are from the domain of painting. The semantic
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specialization found in this study are mostly caused by the addition of features
that are related with the use of cosmetic products. The semantic generalization
found in this study are the expansion in terms of the form, function, types of the
nouns, and the range of color included in the adjectives. There is only one lexical
item that has undergone amelioration in this study in which the lexical item gains
the sense of attractiveness that elevates its meaning.
There are three lexical items which are categorized as special case of
semantic change because of their ambiguity in the social meaning. Moreover,
there are three lexical items whose type of change cannot be identified due to the
absence of the relation between the social and the conceptual meaning.
Furthermore, from the summary of the analysis, it can be concluded that
most jargon in the beauty sector have undergone semantic change. The most
dominant type of semantic change that occurs is metaphor. The semantic change
of the beauty jargon found in this study shows that the beauty community as a
group of interest within the society have developed their own vocabulary.
Due to the fast development of language, the researcher suggests other
researchers to use more updated dictionaries in conducting similar research. The
researcher found that some data analyzed in this study such as the new words
‘bronzer’ and ‘glowy’ are not found in the dictionaries used in this study.
However, those words can be found in the online dictionaries. Therefore, using
more updated dictionaries can make the research become more accurate.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. The Summary of the Data
Jargon
Apple

Apple

Code of
Utterance
CD/NM/9:50

ZS/NM/6:16

82
Bake

CD/GM/7:57

Bake
Bake

NJ/GM/2:40
CD/GM/8:06

Utterance
I take this blush right here from the balm, looks like so this is really cute packaging by the way
I'm gonna pop that on my cheeks just to give myself like a nice natural flush of color and keep
that right on the apples of the cheeks.
For my blusher, I am going to use this this is the Bobbi Brown Highlighting Powder in Opal
Glow. It is beautiful. I love it. And I'm gonna use this little brush. It's the Kylie Jenner number
eight which I have found is like the perfect size to get like the apples of your cheeks or to do
highlight on your cheek bones.
And then with some Laura Mercier setting powder, I'm gonna go in way through this guy and
bake right underneath my eye.
And now I'm baking my undereyes using the Maybelline Fit Me Loose Powder in Oh 5.
And I do it right on the corner of the mouth because we're tricking the eye to make it look like
it's more lifted. that's it for a little bit and while that's baking I'm gonna do blush instead of
bronzer with this look
So, this is, it's like a beauty blender on the stick it's like an egg. Can you see?
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I really missed the point from the beauty blender or the LC sponge. I'd rather have it pointy but,
you know, it's okay.
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For blush, I definitely want to bring back that glow so I'm gonna go in with this right here this is
my MAC this is An Extra Dimension Blush In Fairly Precious
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For blush, I’m gonna go in with this one right here, this is by MAC.
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I take this blush right here from the balm, looks like so this is really cute packaging by the way I'm
gonna pop that on my cheeks just to give myself like a nice natural flush of color and keep that right
on the apples of the cheeks.
And I do it right on the corner of the mouth because we're tricking the eye to make it look like it's
more lifted. that's it for a little bit and while that's baking I'm gonna do blush instead of bronzer with
this look
But then I also have this Hourglass one which is The Incandescent Electra Ambient Lighting Blush
and this is also very beautiful. Unless I put a little bit of this on it, a little bit of this on top, maybe I'll
do that. Let's try that see how that goes.
Alright, the light at the end of the tunnel is in sight. So, now I'm gonna bronze my face to bring back
some color and for this is going to be using Medium Dark Next To Nothing Pressed Powder by MAC.
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I'm gonna bronze my face using this combo and Mitchell, another hint at like one of my favorite
makeup artists on this planet Earth, taught me to ,because he introduced me to these powders, taught
me to apply these in a pressing motion. So, instead of swirling it onto the cheeks, you want to stamp it
onto the cheeks up and down up down or banana or not.
I do think I'm like probably one shade darker than this in reality but I feel like it's better to bronze up
than to start too dark.
I've been bronzing using this combination right here. These are MAC Next To Nothing Pressed
Powders in the color Dark and the color Medium Plus.
I'm gonna skip the bronzing today. I'm just gonna go straight into contouring.
I could have toned down the bronzer a little bit again this is such a huge step for me in my makeup
routine because I always pound it on
And I do it right on the corner of the mouth because we're tricking the eye to make it look like it's
more lifted. that's it for a little bit and while that's baking I'm gonna do blush instead of bronzer with
this look
Next thing I'm going to do is add a little bit of bronzer. I am using this Marc Jacobs bronzer in
Tantastic in 104 and I'm gonna use this lightly because I think this is probably for summer when you
actually have a tan because it is quite dark, but I really like it, I like that it has like a bit of warmth to it
so it feels a bit more natural and it's matte.
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And now my base is done, I'm gonna go in with contour slash bronzer and for that I am using the
Benefit Hoola because I think this color you can't really go wrong with this for a bronzer or a contour.
I love it.
Although it's like wintery and this is more of like a festive look, I don't think you can go wrong with a
bit of bronzer, really.
The only thing is it gets kind of clumpy so that's (not only)/(the only) problem I have with this
mascara but I really like the way it just grabs on to every lash and it pulls it out and fluffs it up at the
same time.
This is actually quite a clumpy mascara. So, if you don't like clump you won't like that but I like a bit
of clump so.
Let's focus a little bit on brows. I'm just gonna put a little bit of brow gel in them. This is by Dior.
This is called the Dior Show Bold Brow Mascara, Brow Mascara, and I'm just gonna brush this
through the hairs and define using a little bit of concealer.
Time to cut the center of the lid using this MAC Select Cover-Up Concealer for a spotlight smokey
eye.
And now I'm gonna move on to my under-eye circles which aren't that bad today. So, I'm gonna go
ahead but I'm still gonna use my concealer. I'm gonna try a new concealer though cuz this was a new
one from Kylie and I've been really excited to try this on my face.
I'm gonna add some concealer now I'm gonna do the Shape Tape. I always do my concealer a little
bit differently every time. So, today we're making it a tornado.
It's supposed to give you a full coverage with a natural radiant finish. Basically think of it as like the
radiant creamy concealer and like a full bottle form. That's how Nikita explained it to me, I was like
“No”.
I do love me a liquid concealer. I always think stick one looks so great and they offer really great
coverage as well but I just can't get on with a stick concealer. I just find them very drying. What are
your thoughts? let me know.
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Also, if you get oily eyelids, I'm afraid it's a must or if you've used quite a lot of product, like
obviously I put concealer around my eyes but not everybody does that if you're blessed with beautiful
under eyes, you don't always have to put concealer on your eyes or if you don't have very blue
eyelids, you don't have to either but I was not blessed with non blue eyelids, so using something to
like neutralize that but also kind of become like a bit of a glue for your eyeshadow is always much
better.
Foundation done. Next thing I'm going to use is- price surprise- the Collection Lasting Perfection
concealer because it's the best of best and although I try so many other concealers this is the one I
always find a go back to.
And then I'm gonna go ahead and take the Mocha from the palette to contour through this shade right
here in the middle.
Quickly doing some additional contouring and I know it looks a little crazy right now but trust the
process
I'm gonna skip the bronzing today. I'm just gonna go straight into contouring.
I'm gonna be using the Tarteist Pro Glow Contour Powders and Highlights.
And now my base is done, I'm gonna go in with contour slash bronzer and for that I am using the
Benefit Hoola because I think this color you can't really go wrong with this for a bronzer or a contour.
I love it.
The reason, part of the reason why I love full coverage foundation is because often you'll see that my
ears are super super red. This is the same for my entire face region. When I get hot or it's warm in a
room I get red.
I love how it just glides on the skin and it looks like it's gonna be full coverage even though it feels
really light.
And I have a new foundation that I want to try. I'm really excited to try it. I've heard really good things
about it. It's the Maybelline 24 Hour Foundation, supposed to be a full coverage foundation. This is in
the shade, I hope it's my shade, Sunbathe.
It's supposed to give you a full coverage with a natural radiant finish. Basically think of it as like the
radiant creamy concealer and like a full bottle form. That's how Nikita explained it to me, I was like
“No”.
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Let’s go in with a Morphe M439 great foundation brush. Let’s go on in. I'm excited so this is
supposed to be, oh my gosh, It supposed to be a full coverage without the heavy full coverage feeling
so that's kind of what it was described as.
So, picking this color up on a 227 brush by Zoeva and packing this on onto the inner and outer corner
and then going into the crease.
And I'm just gonna wash the color on just to give us some depth right in the crease area so it's gonna
follow right underneath the brow bone.
Instead of just having it on the crease, I'm gonna bring it down to the bottom of the lid, this whole
entire outer section right here, and just slightly with a very light hand like pressure circular motions
just working the shade in there.
We're taking Morphe M533. Okay, guys we're gonna go right on in, one take this shade right here this
beautiful neutral Brown matte shade on Morphe M533. This shade is I believe Seven Heaven. Put it
into the crease that is already primed and beautiful a little pocket right there, see that beautiful pocket
that I have, so effortless to blend, so happy about that.
Oh My Gosh. It's so pretty. I'm taking this on a MORPHE R39 brush by the way and we are gonna
take this up into the crease. I'm gonna take it all the way in because I'm gonna kind of make this little
smokier. Pull this bitch out give me some fucking length.
Now using a tapered blending brush, I am going to go in with this shade which is called Paw Print.
It's a matte and I'm gonna go in the crease with this one.
I might put a tiny bit of this darker color called Cuddle Buddy in the crease just- just the very outer.
I feel like the skin looks very dewy and healthy
Also, I do think in winter it's nice to try and get more of like a dewy, healthy, lit from within look,
which usually skin doesn't tend to have during the winter months so that's also what I'm adding into
this makeup look.
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The Dream Street Pallete from Kathleen and ColourPop retails for sixteen dollars and you get twelve
eyeshadows which is crazy which is fucking crazy. I don't know how, I mean I do know how
ColourPop does it with like lower price points because that's like a whole another story of how
ColourPop prices really really low, doesn't matter.
For highlighter, and then I go in with Nylon Eyeshadow by MAC because this is also in the inner
corner. So, I kind of want to tie it in with each other and make it cohesive.
So, for today's giveaway I'm giving away three of the Duce Eyeshadow Palettes By Juvie’s Place
three of you will be lucky enough to get this palette right here and recreate this very natural glowy
look
I'm gonna put a little bit of the Too Faced Shadow Insurance on my eyelids before putting on any
eyeshadow.
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Eyeshadow

And that is essentially everything I've been doing over the past couple of weeks really. I've just really
enjoyed focusing a bit more on making my skin look more alive, and a bit more dewy, and a bit more
healthy and things like the primer, and the foundation you use, and the highlight, and blush actually
make a lot of difference and then I've kept my eyes pretty basic just like a little tiny wash of color, and
then the eyeliner, and the mascara kind of does more of the talking, and then a very kind of more
pretty subdued pinky nude lip.
And then for a photo shoot earlier, I cut up a couple of wispy lashes and what I did was I put him on
the outer portion of my eye to sort of still get that flick of an eyeliner without the eyeliner.
I think I doubt taking Mix Ardency in brown eyeliner.
Damn. Damn. And this is our eye so far you guys, I'm gonna go in apply some eyeliner and finish off
of this eye off of the camera and I'll be right back.
It's still a very dark brown so I think unless you're looking very closely at someone's eye, you
probably wouldn't notice, but I quite like using brown as an eyeliner color. I think black is a very like
popular go-to shade. You should consider a dark brown because I think it just looks a little more
subtle. I don't know. I just, I like the dark brown at the mo.
The liner that I am gonna use is the Stila Stay All Day Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner.
I'm gonna go ahead and jump right into my eyeshadow so I'm gonna be using the new
It’sMyRayeRaye X BH Cosmetics Eyeshadow Palette.
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I'm gonna start with a primer. If I'm in a rush, I don't tend to do this, but if I have a little bit more time,
then I will because it does make a little bit more of a difference on how long your eyeshadow last, but
also like the quality of the eyeshadow always looks much better if you use a base.
The reason, part of the reason why I love full coverage foundation is because often you'll see that my
ears are super super red. This is the same for my entire face region. When I get hot or it's warm in a
room I get red.
For foundation, my favorite combo at the moment, Angel Food Fo Filter Foundation by Huda
Beauty and Beige Away/btw The High Coverage Cream is that wet whoa Essential High Coverage
Cream Foundation in the color Alabaster.
That definitely feels like it's going to hold the foundation on my face. Like it feels a little sticky, like
if,I wouldn't say sticky, it feels a little tacky on the skin so it makes me feel like it'sgonna hold the
foundation better throughout the night
Oh, this is actually a lot darker than my face but it kind of matches my skin tone because my face is
lighter than the rest of my body because I exfoliate it and I think I'm gonna be good with just one layer
of this foundation.
This foundation dries really really fast.
let's go ahead just jump on in I already primed my face by the way and let's go in with the foundation
what this video is mostly about and the palette, of course, not denying you, I love you too
Well, there was me thinking I'm so super pale so this foundation will completely match. I actually
think my skin is not this pale right now.
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Foundation I'm currently loving and using is the FENTY Beauty Soft Matte Long Wear Foundation
in the shade 170.
And in the inner corners to give us that glow.
It’s so beautiful I, I love this highlight it gives you a really nice soft glow.
It's also it's gonna just give your lips a little bit more dimension. It's not gonna look so flat but I think
alone the Fresh shade looks really pretty I just want that extra glow all over my face.
You probably read it from the title already but today's video is gonna be my natural makeup challenge.
Again if you're new to my channel, um, hello my name is Nikki and I am a full-coverage glow Queen
addict.
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For blush, I definitely want to bring back that glow so I'm gonna go in with this right here this is my
MAC this is An Extra Dimension Blush In Fairly Precious
and this gives that very natural dewy-ness to the face so I'm gonna put this pretty much everywhere
and then wherever I want more of a glow I pack some Nylon Eyeshadow by Mac over top
So, definitely let me know in the comments section what you like most about this look is that the
lashes is that the glow? Is that the lips? Is that the jewelry? Is that the hair? Is that the backdrop?
My two favorite options for this are the Amazing Cosmetics Illuminate Primer Highlighter In Glow
I've been really really loving this because I put this on and my face is super duper glowy but it also
keeps any oils at bay.
So, this is it. Very basic natural glowy skin. Just in case you have your family members trying to snap
pictures of you and you're like not noticing, at least your highlight is glowing and blinding the camera,
your face looks like nice and bright and healthy. This is that makeup look. It’s a realistic holiday
makeup look. That’s what it is. That should be the title.
I just basically want my skin to look even no blemishes, clear, bright, glowy and healthy, and then
while that dries I'm gonna go ahead into my brows.
For this look is major it's one of the most important parts of this look because I want to look glowy AF
on the holidays so I'm gonna take my highlighting brush the t-38 from makeup shock.
It feels very festive, very glowy and that is exactly what you want this time of year.
Time for eyes and for the eyes I like it to be super super bear, but highlight it and a tiny bit of a lash.
So first that's prime. so I'm gonna prime my eyeballs using some Soft Ochre Paint Pot By MAC.
Now Imma highlight like crazy
This is an extra dimension blush in the color Fairly Precious and this has a little bit of warmth but also
a really, really nice Sheen. So, it also highlights the apples of your cheeks and I want to go see how it
adds that shine
Then, for the inner corners of my eyes I'm going to take the L'Oreal True Match Lumi Shimmerista.
This one's Moonlight then this one is Sunlight. I'm gonna mix them together to highlight the inner
corners of my eyes and then I'm gonna also swatch them for you guys on my hand so you can see.
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For my blusher, I am going to use this this is the Bobbi Brown Highlighting Powder in Opal Glow. It
is beautiful. I love it. And I'm gonna use this little brush. It's the Kylie Jenner number eight which I
have found is like the perfect size to get like the apples of your cheeks or to do highlight on your
cheek bones.
First, gonna go in with this color right here and then a little bit of that color right there as well to give
a pinky-er fresh highlight.
So, this is it. Very basic natural glowy skin. Just in case you have your family members trying to snap
pictures of you and you're like not noticing, at least your highlight is glowing and blinding the
camera, your face looks like nice and bright and healthy. This is that makeup look. It’s a realistic
holiday makeup look. That’s what it is. That should be the title
I'm gonna be using the Tarteist Pro Glow Contour Powders and Highlights.
I applied a little bit of highlight right here in the inner corner and on my brow bone and that's all I've
done off of camera.
I love that. You guys know how much I love a pinky highlight.
And I'm gonna do a little bit of this super highlight color just under my brow bone just to give it a
highlight.
My two favorite options for this are the Amazing Cosmetics Illuminate Primer Highlighter In Glow
I've been really really loving this because I put this on and my face is super duper glowy but it also
keeps any oils at bay.
God, I had no idea that Nylon was such a pretty highlighter on the skin. I always loved it for the inner
corner but I never thought to like put it on the rest of my skin and I'm living.
We have this new L'Oreal True Match highlighter palette.
Now instead, we're gonna use the NARS Double Take Man Ray Highlighter. NARS are being sweet
in partner I mean why not give him some extra love. This actually looks really nice. This is exactly
what I needed right here.
Now, I have two products that I want to use on my cheeks. Although I don't know if this is gonna be a
bit of an overload, but this FENTY Beauty highlighter slash blusher is so beautiful. It's called- which
one is this- Chic Freak and it's so pretty. I'm talking about this one here because this one is slightly
more shimmery.
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Alright on to more fun stuff, I'm gonna curl my lashes and put some mascara on them to bring back
some depth into this face into this blob of flesh.
I have been waiting to use these lashes actually I'm like I want to do really natural just skin lashes
like natural lashes but flirty kind of looking.
Okay, so now that the eyes are done I'm gonna go ahead put some mascara and lashes off of camera
and I'll be right back.
Okay, guys. So, here we have the eye, we are completely done. I just added some lashes and some
eyeliner I'm wearing Lily lashes at Miami.
A little bit on the lower lashes.
For the lips, I'm gonna stay pretty neutral. So, I'm gonna try first I'm gonna try this Laura Mercier the
Velour Extreme Matte Lipstick in Fresh.
Lips! Yes. So, I have two options for a pinky nude. I've got my trusty Rimmel Kate Moss in 38, and
then I have this one which is a newer addition to my lipstick collection and it is the Marc Jacobs Sonic
Truth. And, I think this is the first tutorial- tutorial- for a while where I've not used a liquid lipstick. I
know.
To enter, all you have to do is subscribe to my YouTube channel, of course this is only for my true
and loyal subscribers, you got to like this video give it a thumb up and comment what your favorite
holiday makeup look is. Is a wink liner? Is it when liner with red lipstick? Is it glitter all the way?
It turned out so amazing, I'm so fucking happy, I literally could not have imagined it turning out
better. The satin lipsticks were amazing, the gloss I love it so much like I'm going to be wearing this
gloss, like a lot like I can already tell I'm gonna be wearing this a lot. The palette is amazing. The lips
are amazing. I'm amazing. It is what it is.
You can definitely also opt to go for a shimmery color on the lid like this but I love having that
contrast of an all matte eye and then the glitter liner over top.
For the lips, I'm gonna stay pretty neutral. So, I'm gonna try first I'm gonna try this Laura Mercier the
Velour Extreme Matte Lipstick in Fresh.
So, here we have 12 shades, four finishes. We have a buttery matte shades, shimmers, metallics, and
lustrous satin shades as well and I believe at 10 that these guys are limited edition shades.
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Next thing I'm going to do is add a little bit of bronzer. I am using this Marc Jacobs bronzer in
Tantastic in 104 and I'm gonna use this lightly because I think this is probably for summer when you
actually have a tan because it is quite dark, but I really like it, I like that it has like a bit of warmth to it
so it feels a bit more natural and it's matte.
Foundation I'm currently loving and using is the FENTY Beauty Soft Matte Long Wear Foundation in
the shade 170.
What I like to do when going for a more natural look is really glowing it up because you want to
blind them; to sort of like not make them see that you're not wearing all that much makeup.
I have been waiting to use these lashes actually I'm like I want to do really natural; just skin, lashes
like natural lashes, but flirty kind of looking.
I take this blush right here from The Balm, looks like so this is really cute packaging by the way I'm
gonna pop that on my cheeks just to give myself like a nice natural flush of color and keep that right
on the apples of the cheeks.
It's supposed to give you a full coverage with a natural radiant finish. Basically think of it as like the
radiant creamy concealer and like a full bottle form. That's how Nikita explained it to me, I was like
“No”.
I also love this point delivers a weightless feel with superior blend ability for an impeccable effort that
looks natural like skin, never drying, never cakey.
Alright. So, I've almost made it towards the end of this natural makeup challenge all that awaits me
are my lips and I'm going to go for a nude glossy lip.
I just quickly want to swatch the lips on the arm as well just you can see how they look like on bare
skin. So, we have of course, the first we have Moon Child right here Moon Child, beautiful just classic
nude gloss.
There's nothing that's too different from normal although I am using some slightly different products
which I thought would be nice to share with you and also I've been really loving a more pinky nude
lip. So, that's the like slight adjustment.
I'm gonna make a very subtle. I'm gonna start with this very light kind of peachy nude and I'm gonna
just pop that all over my eyelid.
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Lips! Yes. So, I have two options for a pinky nude. I've got my trusty Rimmel Kate Moss in 38, and
then I have this one which is a newer addition to my lipstick collection and it is the Marc Jacobs Sonic
Truth. And, I think this is the first tutorial- tutorial- for a while where I've not used a liquid lipstick. I
know.
My two favorite options for this are the Amazing Cosmetics Illuminate Primer Highlighter In Glow
I've been really really loving this because I put this on and my face is super duper glowy but it also
keeps any oils at bay.
It’s a multi benefit beauty treatment with Roucou oil so I just gave that little spritz before a blowdried.
Then, once my hair was dried, I put a little bit of the Ouai hair oil. Kind of just running it through my
hair, mostly concentrating on the ends, because obviously those are the drier parts of my hair and I
absolutely love this. I love the smell of it. It's great especially if you have color treated hair, an oil- I
feel- is a must.
I am gonna be using this. this is the ColourPop All I See Is Magic Shadow Palette. I've already got it
dirty. I'm very sad about that, this cardboard, so unless you're very clean and careful with your
makeup -which I am sometimes- then that might not happen, but sadly it has happened.
First, I’m gonna go into this the Sephora Pro Pigment Palette in the version Cool.
I just really like the shade range and I feel like you can be any skin tone any color; well, you'll find
something that won't work for you in this palette. So, cute little on-the-go palette Wanted.
And here you have the other shades that I did not use in the palette. You guys, right here. I did not use
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven shades from the palette. These are them right here.
And then I'm gonna go ahead and take the Mocha from the palette to contour through this shade right
here in the middle.
First, I’m gonna go into this the Sephora Pro Pigment Palette in the version Cool.
Honestly like as I'm putting on my skin it feels like nothing so which is I already like, I'm so excited
about. I kid you not I feel like this is like just packed with ultra pigments so that's why, oh my god, it
looks sickening oh my gosh.
This is also a new formula for NARS. So, this is a pure pigment formula which gives you like the
ultimate color payoff.
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This eye shadow is really pigmented because I'm barely tapping my brush in there, he's picking up a
lot of product but it blends really nicely. So, I love that.
Whoa that is so much more pigmented I thought was gonna be. Holy shit.
We're gonna go ahead and set the brown with that blue, oh my godness, going to inner corner, where
am I going? Be careful with this, guys; because it is so pigmented. It gets like, it gets like really that
can get dirty real quick so just be careful.
I just decided the first thing Imma do is prime and I'm gonna be priming. Well, there's two options
well there's a lot of options when it comes to makeup but these are my two options right now.
Time for eyes and for the eyes I like it to be super super bear, but highlight it and a tiny bit of a lash.
So first that's prime. So, I'm gonna prime my eyeballs using some Soft Ochre Paint Pot By MAC.
Oh my god, I don't even know like where to start right now because I'm used to like priming and then
we'll play them.
So, I can want to start off this video with the eye shadow look. I am already primed and my face is
basically done I'm actually going to an event after this I'm going to Patrick x MAC collaboration
launch party oh my .
Let's go ahead just jump on in I already primed my face by the way and let's go in with the foundation
what this video is mostly about and the palette, of course, not denying you, I love you too
Now, I'm gonna go in with the NYX Glitter Primer as a base and I'm going to start off from inner to
outer corner.
For a primer today, I'm gonna take The Laura Geller Spackle Treatment Makeup Primer and I’ve
actually never tried this. It's still it's very new so I'm gonna open it up and try it with you guys.
Put some primers because I have dry spots, red spots.
Primer. I am using the Clarins SOS Primer Boost Radiance. I don't often use primers but something
that's gonna boost my radiance at this time of year is something that I am interested in.
I'm gonna start with a primer. If I'm in a rush, I don't tend to do this, but if I have a little bit more
time , then I will because it does make a little bit more of a difference on how long your eyeshadow
last, but also like the quality of the eyeshadow always looks much better if you use a base.
So, I do have to set that with a powder. If I'm going for full coverage or a natural coverage I need to
powder my under eyes because if I don't they will look like trash
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And then setting that using the color powder from that same Sephora palette
Really saturate that bitch, honey. Go ahead and blend out that so that it doesn't set too quickly because
we wanted to be a seamless blend. So, we're blending out that Brown and now it's going to take some
of that blue really pretty like blueish sure looks like a peacock.
We're gonna go ahead and set the brown with that blue, oh my godness, going to inner corner, where
am I going? Be careful with this, guys; because it is so pigmented. It gets like, it gets like really that
can get dirty real quick so just be careful.
Now that I've done like all the liquid, I do like to do a little bit of the Bare Minerals on top as a bit of
like a setting powder. It is technically a foundation and in summer I actually wore this just on top of
concealer, which I really really enjoyed, but I just yeah I prefer to kind of set it a little bit with a tiny
bit of this.
Time to cut the center of the lid using this MAC Select Cover-Up Concealer for a spotlight smokey
eye.
Okey-dokey. So, the glitter ombre liner is on with the spotlight smokey eyes on top, smokey bottom.
Alright, enough. For lips, I want to go for a perfect true Christmas red because the twist of this look of
course is the glitter liner and the halo smokey eyes.
Okay, so these are the tops of the eyes so far so we got going in classic gorgeous champagne smokey
stunning. so now what I'm gonna do I'm gonna do a little bit more of a maroon a lower lash line just to
kind of keep it more festive and little more warm. we're taking a brown eyeliner. Any brown eyeliner
that you guys have works great I'm just gonna be taking me Marc Jacobs a Rococo eyeliner is my
favorite one. in the lower lashlines like a shimmery bronzy brown. Just give me that smokey definition
without being too harsh and like a black shade.
And I'm going to make my wing a little bit more thick than I usually would because you still
obviously want to see the glitter.
I'm gonna take my pencil brush from Makeup Shock This Is A Tee at 13 and I'm gonna grab the
Midnight and just run it right along the base of your lashes because we're gonna put lashes on and you
want it to look seamless and I don't want like a perfect wing so I'm just gonna diffuse that edge
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Appendix 2. The Summary of the Jargon with Metaphor Semantic Change
Lexical
item
Apple
Bake
Dewy
Glow
Palette
Prime

Shared Concept
[+roundish]
[+technique]
[+use of heat]
[+freshness]
[+light]
[+container]
[+to prepare ]

Source
[+plant product]
[+cooking]
[+heat from oven]
[+morning dew]
[+caused by heat]
[+painting]
[+paint]
[+before painting]
[+painter]

Primer

[+substance used
for preparation]

Wing

[+at the side of
something]

Target
[+body part]
[+applying makeup]
[+body heat]
[+skin]
[+caused by cosmetic
products]
[+makeup]
[+colored cosmetics]
[+before applying makeup]

[+the one who applies
makeup]
[+surface]
[+face]
[+paint]
[+cosmetic products]
[+before painting] [+before applying makeup]
[+painter]
[+the one who apply
makeup]
[+surface]
[+face]
[+paint]
[+cosmetic products]
[+body part]
[+makeup style]
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Appendix 3. The Summary of the Jargon which Undergone Specialization
Semantic Change
Lexical item
Bronze
Clumpy
Contour
Crease
Highlight (V)
Coverage
Set

Shared Features
[+to color like bronze]
[+to become tan]
[+having lump]
[-attractive]
[+to reshape]
[+line on face]
[+to emphasize]

Specialized Feature
in the Social Meaning
[+use of cosmetics]
[+caused by mascara]
[+use of cosmetics]
[+between brow bone and eyelid]
[+use of cosmetics]

[+ability to cover]

[+of skin coloured product]

[+to make something
immovable]

[+use of cosmetics]
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Appendix 4. The Summary of the Jargon which Undergone Generalization
Semantic Change

Lipstick

Generalized
Features
Types of substance

Conceptual
Meaning
[+solid]

[solid]

Smokey

Shape
Range of color

[+stick]
[+grey]

[+any shape]
[+any color]

Highlighter

Function

Nude

Range of color

[+for eyes and
cheeks]
[+light shades of
pink and brown]

[+for any part of
face]
[+all shades of
pink and brown]

Lexical item

Social Meaning

